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OPTIMIZE PRIME
Disclaims: "OPTIMIZE"
Reg: 4754806
Serial: 86389944

Registered
Reg: 06/16/2015
Pub: 03/31/2015
Filed: 09/09/2014
First Use: 11/17/2014

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for transportation management and logistics

Transplace Texas, L.P.

OPTIMUS

Pending

80%

3010 Gaylord Pkwy, Suite 200
Frisco TX
Attorney: Craig C. Carpenter

Tresata Inc.

90% 100%

Serial: 87026365

Filed: 05/05/2016
First Use: 08/15/2015

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for big data processing and analytics

Dba Tresata
1616 CAMDEN ROAD SUITE 300
CHARLOTTE NC
Attorney: Preston C. Regehr

Y OPTIMIZE PR1ME
Disclaims: "OPTIMIZE"
Reg: 4763873
Serial: 86433111

OPTIMUS
Reg: 2810933
Serial: 75904089

Registered
Reg: 06/30/2015
Pub: 04/14/2015
Filed: 10/23/2014
First Use: 12/03/2014

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for transportation management and logistics

Cancelled
Cancel: 09/10/2010
Reg: 02/03/2004
Pub: 02/20/2001
Filed: 01/27/2000
First Use: 01/07/2000

009 (44(e) only) computer software for managing and
monitoring workflow, managing inventory, procuring goods
and services related to the printing industry using the global
computer network, bill preparation, payment processing,
controlling and the operation of printing and binding
machinery, processing sales and purchase orders, analyzing
and preparing reports on information related to printing costs
and printing eﬃciency, and collecting and processing
information related to the status of printing jobs for use in
relation to the printing, publishing and graphic arts industries
and manuals therefor sold as a unit

Transplace Texas, L.P.
3010 Gaylord Pkwy, Suite 200
Frisco TX
Attorney: Craig C. Carpenter

Optichrome Computer Systems Limited
Maybury Road
Woking
Surrey GU21 5HX GB
Attorney: Leslie Bertagnolli

041 computer education training services; computer
software training; all of the aforesaid services provided oﬀ
line or via telephone or on-line via remote access; all the
aforesaid services for use in relation to printing, publishing
and graphic arts
042 computer hardware and software consultation;
computer software design and implementation for others
and user group in relation to computer software programs ;
all provided oﬀ line or via telephone or on-line via remote
access; all the aforesaid services for use in relation to
printing, publishing and graphic arts
OPTIMUS
Serial: 75525315

OPTIMUS
Reg: 3137454
Serial: 76169304

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/11/1999
Filed: 07/24/1998
First Use: 07/16/1997

035 consultation services relating to business management
and /or design, implementation, and management of
computerized information processing systems

Cancelled
Cancel: 04/12/2013
Reg: 09/05/2006
Pub: 06/13/2006
Filed: 11/21/2000
First Use: 08/18/1993

009 computer software for managing print stream output,
namely, the capture, transformation, storage, management
and distribution of high volumes of statement, financial,
transaction and business information from source data
streams, over global computer networks

Optimus Consulting Group, Llc
2486 paseo Circulo
Tustin CA

042 computer programming services and computer
software design services
Optimus Corporation
155 East Boardwalk Drive
Fort Collins CO
Attorney: Kay L Collins

016 computer program manuals on managing print stream
output, namely, the capture transformation, storage,
management and distribution of high volumes of statement,
financial, transaction and business information from source
data streams, over global computer networks
042 computer services, namely, consultation services, data
archiving for others, replication services for others, design
and development of software and computer programs for
others, maintenance of computer software, updating
computer software for others and providing technical
support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer
software problems via telephone, e-mail and in person

PRICE VOLUME OPTIMIZER
Reg: 2042596
Serial: 74518629

Cancelled
Cancel: 12/13/2003
Reg: 03/11/1997
Pub: 12/17/1996
Filed: 04/29/1994

037 installation and maintenance of computer software
network for analysis and development of strategies for
pricing

Mpsi Systems Inc.
8282 South Memorial Drive
Tulsa OK
Attorney: PATRICK J. COYNE

OPTIMA
Reg: 5297231
Serial: 86894454

OPTIMA
Reg: 5297229
Serial: 86894440

OPTIMUS
Serial: 78357537

First Use: 12/17/1992

042 computer consulting services in the field of network
management of computer software for analysis and
development of strategies for pricing

Registered
Reg: 09/26/2017
Pub: 02/07/2017
Filed: 02/02/2016
First Use: 01/30/2012

009 providing online, downloadable computer case
management software for managing court appointed special
advocate, guardian ad litem and legal entity cases and for
vetting volunteers

Registered
Reg: 09/26/2017
Pub: 02/14/2017
Filed: 02/02/2016
First Use: 10/27/2011

009 providing online, downloadable computer case
management software for managing court appointed special
advocate, guardian ad litem and legal entity cases and for
vetting volunteers

Abandoned
Abandon: 07/06/2006
Pub: 04/12/2005
Filed: 01/26/2004

036 managing and leasing real property, namely, land and
commercial, industrial and professional complexes to and for
others; real estate investment; real estate brokerage

042 developing and maintaining computer case
management software as a service for managing court
appointed special advocate, guardian ad litem and legal
entity cases and for vetting volunteers; software as a service
(saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by others
for use in managing court appointed special advocate,
guardian ad litem and legal entity cases and for vetting
volunteers

042 developing and maintaining computer case
management software as a service for managing court
appointed special advocate, guardian ad litem and legal
entity cases and for vetting volunteers; software as a service
(saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by others
for use in managing court appointed special advocate,
guardian ad litem and legal entity cases and for vetting
volunteers

037 construction services in the field of building commercial,
industrial and professional complexes for others

Evinto Ip, L.L.C.
3120 W. Carefree Hwy. #1-698
Phoenix AZ
Attorney: Marc Cullen Goldsen

Evinto Ip, L.L.C.
3120 W. Carefree Hwy. #1-698
Phoenix AZ
Attorney: Marc Cullen Goldsen

Opus Corporation
10350 Bren Road West
Minnetonka MN
Attorney: Jeﬀrey R. Stone

042 architectural and engineering consulting services,
namely, designing land developments and building
improvements including commercial, industrial and
professional complexes
ABILITY OPTIMIZE
Reg: 5098295
Serial: 86691185

Registered
Reg: 12/13/2016
Pub: 09/27/2016
Filed: 07/13/2015
First Use: 07/07/2015

035 healthcare information exchange services, namely,
assisting healthcare providers in tracking healthcare
services, patient status and service quality levels for
healthcare providers for business and accounting purposes
036 insurance services, namely, providing insurance
information and online computer databases in the field of
insurance for the review and verification of home healthcare
information

Ability Network Inc.
100 N. 6th Street, Suite 900A
Minneapolis MN
Attorney: James B. Lake

038 telecommunication services, namely, providing
healthcare data transfer services consisting of electronic
access to medicare data centers and contractors
042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for patient management and monitoring in the field of
healthcare via the internet
044 providing information in the field of healthcare; providing
healthcare information; providing healthcare information to
assist healthcare providers in tracking healthcare services
being provided and patient status; providing a website and
online portal featuring healthcare information for use in
compiling, reviewing and verifying information in the field of
healthcare
OPTIMUM ORCHARDS
Disclaims: "ORCHARDS"
Serial: 87249839

Published
Pub: 08/15/2017
Filed: 11/28/2016

001 agricultural soil conditioners; nutrients; pesticides

Pacific Agricultural Products, Llc

009 computer applications and computer programs all for
real-time monitoring of labor, water and chemicals used in
agricultural settings

P.O. Box 6673
Visalia CA
Attorney: Mark D. Miller

035 marketing of agricultural products, commodities and
harvested crops
042 software as a service (saas) services featuring a webbased interface which allows users to monitor and manage
agricultural practices, namely, water usage, application and
use of agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients and pesticides,
use of agricultural labor, and harvesting practices
044 agricultural services, namely, growing, producing and
harvesting high quality nuts and tree fruit within a highly
regulated environment; agricultural consulting services,
namely, providing evaluations, advice, and recommendations
regarding agricultural practices, in the nature of water usage,
application and use of agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients
and pesticides, use of agricultural labor, and harvesting
practices
OPTIMISE ORGANISED
Serial: 79220086

Published
Pub: 04/17/2018
Filed: 09/13/2017

009 computer software for use in building and facilities
construction and management that allows users to develop,
access, and store information related to construction
projects, facilities maintenance forecasting, and facilities lifecycle analysis and modeling, and to create and share
manuals in electronic formats for new and existing buildings,
infrastructure projects and assets, and facility maintenance
management; downloadable computer programs that
provide web-based access to database programs for use in
building and facilities construction and management that
allows users to develop, access, and store information
related to construction projects, facilities maintenance
forecasting, and facilities life-cycle analysis and modeling,
and to create and share manuals in electronic formats for
new and existing buildings, infrastructure projects and
assets, and facility maintenance management; computer
application software for use with mobile phones and
handheld computers for use in building and facilities
construction and management that allows users to develop,
access, and store information related to construction
projects, facilities maintenance forecasting, and facilities lifecycle analysis and modeling, and to create and share
manuals in electronic formats for new and existing buildings,
infrastructure projects and assets, and facility maintenance
management; downloadable electronic publications in the
nature of plans, manuals, certificates, photographs, user
guides, product sheets, spreadsheets, calculations and data
objects in the field of building and facility construction and
management, and facilities maintenance
035 business administration, business consulting services,
business management services including consulting and
business management services in relation to the hosting of
web-based systems; business administration services,
namely, preparation of documents relating to business;
business planning
042 computer software consultancy and advisory services;
technical advisory services relating to computer programs;
software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting
software for use by others for use in building and facilities
construction and management that allows users to develop,
access, and store information related to construction
projects, facilities maintenance forecasting, and facilities lifecycle analysis and modeling, and to create and share
manuals in electronic formats for new and existing buildings,
infrastructure projects and assets, and facility maintenance
management ; providing online non-downloadable webbased software for use in building and facilities construction
and management that allows users to develop, access, and
store information related to construction projects, facilities
maintenance forecasting, and facilities life-cycle analysis and
modeling, and to create and share manuals in electronic
formats for new and existing buildings, infrastructure
projects and assets, and facility maintenance management;

Advanced Asset Solutions Pty Ltd
PO BOX 632
CAMDEN NSW 2570
AU
Attorney: Theodore R. Remaklus

technical writing, namely, preparation of technical manuals;
advisory and information services in the nature of computer
software consultancy
OPTIMUM ENERGY
Disclaims: "ENERGY"
Reg: 5378488
Serial: 87475701

Registered
Reg: 01/16/2018
Pub: 10/31/2017
Filed: 06/05/2017
First Use: 11/28/2005

009 computer software platforms for providing data and
analysis of energy consumption by central plant systems;
process control software for central plant systems
035 providing business intelligence services as it relates to
building operations; consulting services in the field of
heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems energy
eﬃciency

Optimum Energy Llc
411 1st Ave S Ste 500
Seattle WA
Attorney: Ashley K. Long

042 providing data mining services as it relates to building
operations; providing on-line non-downloadable software for
controlling, maintaining, analyzing and modifying building
operations for heating, ventilating and air conditioning
systems; cloud computing featuring software for controlling,
maintaining, analyzing and modifying building operations for
use with heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems;
remote monitoring services of heating, ventilating and air
conditioning apparatus; software as a service (saas) services
featuring software for controlling, maintaining, analyzing and
modifying building operations for heating, ventilating and air
conditioning systems ; design, maintenance, development
and updating of computer software for heating, ventilating
and air conditioning systems
OPTIMUM GROVES
Disclaims: "GROVES"
Serial: 87249827

Published
Pub: 07/04/2017
Filed: 11/28/2016

001 agricultural soil conditioners; nutrients; pesticides

Pacific Agricultural Products, Llc

009 computer applications and computer programs all for
real-time monitoring of labor, water and chemicals used in
agricultural settings

P.O. Box 6673
Visalia CA
Attorney: Mark D. Miller

035 marketing of agricultural products, commodities and
harvested crops
042 software as a service (saas) services featuring a webbased interface which allows users to monitor and manage
agricultural practices, namely, water usage, application and
use of agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients and pesticides,
use of agricultural labor, and harvesting practices
044 sustainable programs for developing, producing and
harvesting high quality citrus fruit within a highly regulated
environment; agricultural consulting and management
services, namely, providing evaluations, advice,
recommendations and management regarding agricultural
practices, namely, water usage, application and use of
agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients and pesticides, use of
agricultural labor, and harvesting practices
OPTIMUM VINEYARDS
Disclaims: "VINEYARDS"
Serial: 87249835

Published
Pub: 07/04/2017
Filed: 11/28/2016

001 agricultural soil conditioners; nutrients; pesticides

Pacific Agricultural Products, Llc

009 computer applications and computer programs all for
real-time monitoring of labor, water and chemicals used in
agricultural settings

P.O. Box 6673
Visalia CA

035 marketing of agricultural products, commodities and
harvested crops
042 software as a service (saas) services featuring a webbased interface which allows users to monitor and manage
agricultural practices, namely, water usage, application and
use of agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients and pesticides,
use of agricultural labor, and harvesting practices
044 sustainable programs for developing, producing and
harvesting high quality grapes within a highly regulated
environment; agricultural consulting and management
services, namely, providing evaluations, advice,
recommendations and management regarding agricultural
practices, namely, water usage, application and use of
agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients and pesticides, use of
agricultural labor, and harvesting practices

Attorney: Mark D. Miller

OPTIMAL
Reg: 4470143
Serial: 85950851

Registered
Reg: 01/21/2014
Pub: 11/05/2013
Filed: 06/04/2013
First Use: 03/16/1995

035 business consultation; business consultation services,
namely, business process improvement and enterprise
architecture design; business consulting and business
information for enterprises

TMS OPTIMUS
TRANSPORATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Disclaims: "TMS" OR
"TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM"
Serial: 85827853

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/16/2014
Pub: 09/17/2013
Filed: 01/21/2013

042 design and development of computer software for
intelligent transportation management, including vehicle
location tracking

INFINITY OPTIMIZE
Serial: 86963819

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/26/2017
Pub: 09/27/2016
Filed: 04/04/2016

042 computer programming services in the field of segmentdriven targeting and marketing enhancement; design and
development of multivariate testing software; consultation
services in the field of search engine analysis; computer
services, namely, computer consultation; computer software
design for others; computer services, namely, technological
consultation in the fields of online marketing and increasing
internet traﬃc for the websites of others; customized
software development services; software as a service (saas)
services featuring software in the field of internet marketing,
customer segmentation analysis, and multivariate testing

Webtrends Inc.

IMMINENT OPTIMIZE
Serial: 86948733

Abandoned
Abandon: 05/08/2017
Pub: 08/09/2016
Filed: 03/22/2016

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
that places bids for auction-style advertising space and that
allows users to search for videos that target the user's
desired advertising audience

Imminent Media Llc

042 computer consultation; computer consultation in the
field of computer security; computer programming and
computer system analysis; computer programming and
software design; computer programming consultancy;
computer project management services; computer security
consultancy; computer services, namely, remote
management of the information technology (it) systems of
others; computer software consultancy ; computer software
consulting; computer software development; computer
software development in the field of mobile applications;
computer system design services; computer systems
analysis; computer systems integration services; consulting
in the field of information technology; consulting in the field
of it project management; consulting services in the field of
cloud computing; customizing computer software; data
warehousing; information technology consulting services; it
consulting services; it integration services; maintenance and
upgrading of computer software

Optimal Solutions Integration Inc.
1231 Greenway Dr., Suite 900
Irving TX
Attorney: Steven B. Powell

Gps International Tracking
Ave. Samuel Lewis, Edif. Omega, Local 6C
Panama MN PA
Attorney: Curt Handley

555 SW Oak Street, Suite 300
Portland OR

6 West 20th Street, 5th Floor
New York NY
Attorney: Randolph E. Digges, III

OPERATIONS OPTIMIZER
Disclaims: "OPERATIONS"
Reg: 5075352
Serial: 86816642
Supplemental Reg.

Registered
Reg: 11/01/2016
Filed: 11/11/2015
First Use: 10/28/2015

009 computer software for utility data analytics solutions;
computer software in the field of knowledge management for
the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking,
transmission, storage and sharing of data and information;
computer software for data mining; computer software for
data warehousing; computer software for data processing;
computer software for electric meter reading and data
analysis
042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for utility data analytics solutions ; software as a service
(saas) services featuring software in the field of knowledge
management for the collection, editing, organizing,
modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing
of data and information; data mining; data warehousing;
development and creation of computer programs for data
processing; development, updating and maintenance of

Itron Networked Solutions, Inc.
230 WEST TASMAN DRIVE
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA 95134 ,
Attorney: Linda M. Goldman, and Emily M.
Gische,Esq.

software and databases; electric meter reading and data
analysis; meter data management and analysis services for
electric, gas, water and other utilities
WEBTRENDS OPTIMIZE
Reg: 3834343
Serial: 77897252

Registered
Aﬃdavits: 8; 15
Reg: 08/17/2010
Pub: 06/01/2010
Filed: 12/18/2009
First Use: 09/25/2009

042 computer programming services, namely, segmentdriven targeting and marketing enhancement; design and
development of multivariate testing software; consultation
services in the field of search engine analysis; computer
services, namely, computer consultation; computer software
design for others; computer services, namely, technological
consultation in the fields of online marketing and increasing
internet traﬃc for the websites of others; customized
software development services; software as a service (saas)
services featuring software in the field of internet marketing,
customer segmentation analysis, and multivariate testing

Webtrends, Inc.

OPTIMUM HRIS
Disclaims: "HRIS"
Reg: 5218421
Serial: 87225414

Registered
Reg: 06/06/2017
Pub: 03/21/2017
Filed: 11/03/2016
First Use: 07/31/2015

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for managing payroll, human resources, and employee time
and attendance

Optimum Solutions, Inc.

Registered
Reg: 11/01/2016
Filed: 10/26/2015
First Use: 10/15/2015

042 cloud computing featuring software for use in managing
data and information in clinical trials and designing clinical
trials; consulting services for others in the field of design,
planning, and implementation project management of clinical
trials and medical research; consulting services in the field of
cloud computing; software as a service (saas) services
featuring software for managing data and information in
clinical trials and designing clinical trials

Medidata Solutions, Inc.

Registered
Aﬃdavits: 8; 15
Reg: 06/22/2010
Pub: 04/06/2010
Filed: 10/30/2009
First Use: 10/2003

042 software as a service (saas) services in the financial
services industry

Optimal Blue, Llc

Pending
Filed: 04/04/2018
First Use: 01/16/2017

042 software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting
software for managing and planning operations, resource
allocation, inventory, customers, and customer service ;
software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting
software for managing, mining, analyzing and reporting
business data, inventory tracking and control, and operating
retail stores; software as a service (saas) services, namely,
hosting software for workforce tasking and compliance
tracking; software as a service (saas) services, namely,
hosting software for accessing and transmitting retailer and
supplier product data via a global computer network

Jda Software Group, Inc.

Registered
Aﬃdavits: 8
Reg: 09/08/2009
Pub: 02/10/2009
Filed: 08/22/2008
First Use: 03/21/2007

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for use in the field of poultry, livestock and animal feed,
animal husbandry and agriculture

The Wenger Group, Inc.

Registered
Reg: 01/02/2018
Filed: 06/15/2016
First Use: 11/30/2016

042 software as a service (saas) featuring software for use in
providing integrated payment solutions

DESIGN OPTIMIZER
Reg: 5075321
Serial: 86799477
Supplemental Reg.

OPTIMAL BLUE
Reg: 3806717
Serial: 77861455

STORE OPTIMIZER
Serial: 87863728

FEED OPTIMIZER
Disclaims: "FEED"
Reg: 3681208
Serial: 77553400

TRANSACTION OPTIMIZER
Reg: 5371865
Serial: 87072290
Supplemental Reg.

555 SW Oak Street, Suite 300
Portland OR

210 25th Avenue North, Suite 700
Nashville TN
Attorney: Randy Michels

350 Hudson Street
New York NY
Attorney: Jordan A. LaVine

Building 2 Suite 250
5340 Legacy Drive
Plano TX
Attorney: Brian G. Gilpin

Suite 400
15059 N. Scottsdale Rd.
Scottsdale AZ
Attorney: John M. Kim

101 W. HARRISBURG AVENUE
RHEEMS PA
Attorney: MARSHA G. GENTNER

Bruber Financial, Inc.
940 Hastings Avenue
St. Paul Park MN
Attorney: John Pickerill

OPTIMUM GRO
Serial: 87438577

Abandoned
Abandon: 02/06/2018
Filed: 05/05/2017

042 sustainable programs for developing, producing and
harvesting high quality crops within a highly regulated
environment; agricultural consulting and management
services, namely, providing evaluations, advice,
recommendations and management regarding agricultural
practices, namely, water usage, application and use of
agricultural soil conditioners nutrients and pesticides, use of
agricultural labor, and harvesting practices; computer
applications and computer programs all for real-time

Pacific Agricultural Products, Llc
P.O. Box 6673
Visalia CA
Attorney: Mark D. Miller

monitoring of labor, water and chemicals used in agricultural
settings; marketing of agricultural products, commodities
and harvested crops; agricultural soil conditioners, nutrients
and pesticides; software as a service (saas) services
featuring a web-based interface which allows users to
monitor and manage agricultural practices, namely, water
usage, application and use of agricultural soil conditioners
nutrients and pesticides, use of agricultural labor, and
harvesting practices
EDGE OPTIMIZER
Reg: 4438708
Serial: 85761787

OPTIMAL RENTER
Disclaims: "RENTER"
Serial: 86629313

Registered
Reg: 11/26/2013
Pub: 09/10/2013
Filed: 10/23/2012
First Use: 06/30/2012

Abandoned
Abandon: 07/24/2017
Pub: 10/27/2015
Filed: 05/14/2015

042 application service provider (asp) featuring software to
manipulate and enhance performance of websites from the
origin or the delivery point; computer services, namely,
application service provider (asp) featuring software for use
in managing and enhancing the performance of websites;
hosting of websites; platform as a service (paas) featuring
computer software platforms for manipulation and
enhancement of performance of websites from the origin or
the delivery point; hosting the software, websites and other
computer applications of others on a virtual private server;
leasing software and use of hardware to host and store data,
and manipulate and enhance performance of websites from
the origin or the delivery point; software as a service (saas)
services, namely, software to manipulate and enhance
performance of websites from the origin or the delivery point

Verizon Digital Media Services Inc.

042 software as a service (saas) services, namely, software
for scoring and ranking leads for inbound and outbound
marketing in the context of apartment leasing based on a
lifestyle profile of a prospective tenant

Rp Axiometrics Llc

22000 AOL WAY
C/O AOL INC.
DULLES VA
Attorney: Janis M. Manning

2201 LAKESIDE BOULEVARD
RICHARDSON TX
Attorney: Jeﬀrey M. Becker

OPTIMUM HRIS
Disclaims: "HRIS"
Reg: 5117332
Serial: 86833245

OE OPTIMUM ENERGY
Disclaims: "ENERGY"
Reg: 5094413
Serial: 86948429

Registered
Reg: 01/10/2017
Pub: 10/25/2016
Filed: 11/28/2015
First Use: 07/31/2015

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for managing payroll, human resources, and employee time
and attendance

Registered
Reg: 12/06/2016
Pub: 09/20/2016
Filed: 03/22/2016
First Use: 01/31/2014

009 computer software platforms for providing data and
analysis of energy consumption by central plant systems;
process control software for central plant systems

Optimum Solutions, Inc.
210 25th Avenue North, Suite 700
Nashville TN
Attorney: Randy Michels

035 providing business intelligence services as it relates to
building operations; consulting services in the field of
heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems energy
eﬃciency

Optimum Energy Llc
411 First Avenue South, Suite 500
Seattle WA
Attorney: Ashley K. Long

042 providing data mining services as it relates to building
operations; providing on-line non-downloadable software for
controlling, maintaining, analyzing and modifying building
operations for heating, ventilating and air conditioning
systems; cloud computing featuring software for controlling,
maintaining, analyzing and modifying building operations for
use with heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems;
remote monitoring services of heating, ventilating and air
conditioning apparatus; software as a service (saas) services
featuring software for controlling, maintaining, analyzing and
modifying building operations for heating, ventilating and air
conditioning systems ; design, maintenance, development
and updating of computer software for heating, ventilating
and air conditioning systems

PLANON AIM FOR THE
OPTIMUM
Reg: 5420342
Serial: 79193972

Registered
Reg: 03/13/2018
Pub: 12/26/2017
Filed: 01/21/2016

009 downloadable cloud-based computer software,
downloadable computer software, and computer software
recorded on magnetic data carriers, all being computer
software used by companies to manage all aspects of their
oﬃce functions, namely, software for managing physical

Planon Software Development B.V.
Wijchenseweg 8
NL-6537 TL Nijmegen
NL

plant operations, real estate, and business assets;
downloadable cloud-based computer software,
downloadable computer software and computer software
recorded on magnetic data carriers in the nature of software
for planning the maintenance and management of movable
business property and real estate

Attorney: Michele S. Katz

035 business services, namely, business management and
operation assistance to non-profit organizations and
commercial business facilities
042 computer software design, customization, and
maintenance rendered to businesses in connection with
facilities management; consultancy in the field of software
namely, software used by companies to manage their
physical plant operations, real estate and business assets
and software for planning the maintenance and management
of movable business property and real estate; customized
development of software used to manage all aspects of
oﬃce functions including productivity management, physical
plant management, and management of real estate and
business assets; computer software technical support
services, namely, troubleshooting computer software
problems; software as a service (saas) services, namely,
hosting software for use by companies to manage all
aspects of oﬃce functions, particularly, software to manage
physical plant operations, real estate, and business assets
and software for planning the maintenance and management
of movable business property and real estate

ELITE SITE OPTIMIZER
Disclaims: "THE WORDS 'SITE'
AND 'OPTIMIZER'"
Serial: 87841468

Pending
Filed: 03/20/2018
First Use: 03/20/2018

035 consulting services in the field of search engine
optimization for sales promotion; advertising and marketing
services provided by means of indirect methods of
marketing communications, namely, social media, search
engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing,
mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive,
sharable or viral communications channels

Egrove Systems Corporation
Dba Egrove Systems Corporation
SUITE #5
777 WASHINGTON ROAD
PARLIN NJ

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for search engine ranking identifying, website errors
checking, website traﬃc opportunities estimation, website
competitors ranking analysis, suggestions for search engine
performance etc. and in the field of search engine
optimization
OPTIMIZERX
Serial: 87494931

Published
Pub: 04/03/2018
Filed: 06/19/2017

035 promoting and marketing the brands, products, and
services of others, namely, providing discounts, coupons,
rebates and vouchers for the brands, products, and services
of others; promoting and marketing the brands, products,
and services of others by distributing advertising material
and advertising messages on computer networks; marketing
and branding services, namely, providing customized
communication programs to promote the brands of others;
banner advertising; business consultation regarding
marketing activities and launching of new products;
advertising, marketing and promotion services in the
healthcare field; business management consulting services
in the field of electronic health records management and
optimization; business consultation, namely, providing
national provider identifier (npi) list matches; promoting and
marketing the services of others by clinical messaging
services in the healthcare field provided through electronic
health records
042 providing online non-downloadable patient financial
support software in the healthcare field; platform as a service
(paas) featuring computer software digital paperless platform
for use in oﬀering patients cost savings, education and
adherence tools; software as a service (saas) services
featuring software for providing automated delivery of
coupons and vouchers in the healthcare field ; software as a
service (saas) services featuring software for process
automation; software as a service (saas) services for use in

Optimize Rx Corporation
Suite 200
400 Water Street
Rochester MI
Attorney: Donald G. Walker/Jessica S. Sachs

electronic health record access and management; software
as a service (saas) services featuring software for brand and
clinical messaging, provision of education materials, banner
advertising, launch planning, managing the prescription prior
authorization process, and requesting healthcare
representatives for consultation; software as a service (saas)
services featuring installable and downloadable software for
coupon delivery
OPTIMIZER720
Serial: 87510811

Published
Pub: 04/03/2018
Filed: 06/29/2017
First Use: 04/30/2016

009 (based on 44(e computer programs for business
appraisals and evaluations in business matters, conducting
market surveys for others and preparing business reports
035 (based on 44(e (based on use in commerce) business
consulting and information services, namely, business
management services relating to information and data
compiling and analyzing

Optimizer Reports Inc.
148 Boardwalk Drive
Toronto, Ont. CA
Attorney: Jack Smugler

042 (based on use in commerce) software as a service
(saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by others
for use in the measurement and analysis of business metrics
and performance
BRIGHTEDGE CONTENT
OPTIMIZER
Disclaims: "CONTENT
OPTIMIZER"
Reg: 4807616
Serial: 86506072

Registered
Reg: 09/08/2015
Pub: 06/23/2015
Filed: 01/16/2015
First Use: 02/22/2013

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring
customizable software and online applications for data
storage, indexing and retrieval in the field of online
marketing; software as a service (saas) services featuring
customizable software and online applications for use in
querying stored and indexed data in the field of online
marketing; software as a service (saas) services featuring
customizable software and online applications for use in
connection with search engine optimization (seo) and digital
marketing programs

Bright Edge Technologies, Inc.

OPTIMUS TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TMS)
Disclaims: "TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TMS)"
Serial: 85827849

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/16/2014
Pub: 09/17/2013
Filed: 01/21/2013

042 design and development of computer software for
intelligent transportation management, including vehicle
location tracking

Gps Interntational Tracking

WEBTRENDS INFINITY
OPTIMIZE
Serial: 86963807

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/26/2017
Pub: 09/27/2016
Filed: 04/04/2016

042 computer programming services in the field of segmentdriven targeting and marketing enhancement; design and
development of multivariate testing software; consultation
services in the field of search engine analysis; computer
services, namely, computer consultation; computer software
design for others; computer services, namely, technological
consultation in the fields of online marketing and increasing
internet traﬃc for the websites of others; customized
software development services; software as a service (saas)
services featuring software in the field of internet marketing,
customer segmentation analysis, and multivariate testing

Webtrends Inc.

ACXIOM CAMPAIGN
OPTIMIZER
Disclaims: "CAMPAIGN
OPTIMIZER"
Reg: 4508272
Serial: 86034176

Registered
Reg: 04/01/2014
Pub: 11/12/2013
Filed: 08/09/2013
First Use: 09/24/2013

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for modeling, simulation, and analysis of marketing
campaigns across social media, websites, email, television,
and print media

Acxiom Corporation

OPTIMIZED HYBRID
WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
Serial: 87374460

Abandoned
Abandon: 12/20/2017
Filed: 03/16/2017

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for use in event management and scheduling for employees ;
software as a service (saas) services featuring software for
use in workforce management, budgeting and forecasting;
software as a service (saas) services featuring software for
use in scheduling manpower services; software as a service
(saas) services featuring software for enterprise resource
planning and management of workforce; platform as a
service (paas) featuring computer software platforms for use
in event management and scheduling for employees;
platform as a service (paas) services featuring computer
software platforms for use in workforce management,
budgeting and forecasting; platform as a service (paas)
services featuring computer software platforms for use in

999 Baker Way
Suite 500
San Mateo CA
Attorney: Rachel Jacques

Ave. Samuel Lewis, Edif. Omega, Local 6C
Panama MN PA
Attorney: Curt Handley

555 SW Oak Street, Suite 300
Portland OR

601 E. Third St.
Little Rock AR
Attorney: J. Charles Dougherty

Service Power Technologies Plc
Petersgate House, St. Petersgate
Stockport GB
Attorney: Diane J. Mason

scheduling manpower services; platform as a service (paas)
services featuring computer software platforms for
enterprise resource planning and management of workforce
OPTIMAL BLUE INSIGHT
Reg: 4782821
Serial: 86195206

Registered
Reg: 07/28/2015
Pub: 07/29/2014
Filed: 02/17/2014
First Use: 01/01/2015

042 software as a service (saas) services in the financial
services industry for monitoring mortgage origination

Optimal Blue, Llc
Suite 501
5601 Democracy Drive
Plano TX
Attorney: Brian G. Gilpin

OPTIMUM SERVICE
SOLUTIONS
Disclaims: "SERVICE
SOLUTIONS"
Reg: 4260655
Serial: 85586079

Cancelled
Cancel: 08/26/2016
Reg: 12/18/2012
Pub: 10/02/2012
Filed: 04/02/2012
First Use: 01/01/2011

042 providing a website featuring non-downloadable
software for use in customer relationship management,
business management and customer support for others.;
software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting
software for use by others for use in customer relationship
management, business management and customer support
services

Optimum Service Solutions, Inc.

OPTIMAL INVENTORY
MANAGER
Disclaims: "INVENTORY
MANAGER"
Reg: 5167447
Serial: 86798913

Registered
Reg: 03/21/2017
Pub: 04/05/2016
Filed: 10/26/2015
First Use: 12/05/2015

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring nondownloadable inventory management control software for
use with multiple petroleum storage terminals to track and
report data and transaction information from all terminals in
real time

Tims Corporation

OPTIMAL INVENTORY
MANAGER
Disclaims: "INVENTORY
MANAGER"
Reg: 5042837
Serial: 86798770

Registered
Reg: 09/13/2016
Pub: 04/19/2016
Filed: 10/26/2015
First Use: 12/05/2015

AMP.AI: DON'T EXPERIMENT,
JUST OPTIMIZE.
Serial: 87860357

Pending
Filed: 04/03/2018

O OPTIMUM SERVICE
SOLUTIONS

Cancelled
Cancel: 08/26/2016

7615 Banyan Way
Fort Lauderdale FL
Attorney: Jacqueline Tadros

SUITE 1010
312 MARSHALL AVENUE
LAUREL MD
Attorney: Jonathan R. Wachs

009 downloadable inventory management control software
for use with multiple petroleum storage terminals to track
and report data and transaction information from all
terminals in real time
042 software as a service (saas) services featuring nondownloadable inventory management control software for
use with multiple petroleum storage terminals to track and
report data and transaction information from all terminals in
real time
042 computer services; software as a service (saas);
software as a service (saas) services featuring artificial
intelligence and machine learning software tools to run
applications and software as a service (saas) services ;
software as a service (saas) services featuring software for
use in data analytics, artificial intelligence and machine
learning; software as a service (saas) services featuring
software for data analytics, anomaly detection,
recommendation and decision support based on data
analytics and compilation, data mining, knowledge
management and research, business process and data
optimization, automation of predictive analytic processes,
optimization of predictive analytic business decisions,
business intelligence information gathering and analysis,
forecasting and reporting of possible predictive outcomes,
application of company and market data and data analytics,
accounting and financial reporting and analysis, budgeting,
enterprise management, data extraction, data monitoring,
statistical compilation of market data, economic forecasting,
market analysis, personalization and contextualization of
user experiences and other elements of a company website,
application or other software or platform, and optimization of
company key performance indicators and business metrics;
providing, advice and consultancy in the fields of artificial
intelligence and machine learning

Tims Corporation
Suite 1010
312 Marshall Avenue
Laurel MD
Attorney: Jonathan R. Wachs

Scaled Inference, Inc.
375 Forest Ave.
Palo Alto CA

Optimum Service Solutions, Inc.
7615 Banyan Way

Disclaims: "SERVICE
SOLUTIONS"
Reg: 4260654
Serial: 85586073

Reg: 12/18/2012
Pub: 10/02/2012
Filed: 04/02/2012
First Use: 01/01/2011

042 providing a website featuring non-downloadable
software for use in customer relationship management,
business management and customer support for others;
software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting
software for use by others for use in customer relationship
management, business management and customer support
services

Fort Lauderdale FL

TRADE PROMOTION
OPTIMIZER
Serial: 86382344

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/18/2015
Filed: 09/02/2014
First Use: 11/01/2013

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for planning, analyzing and optimizing trade and channel
sales and marketing eﬀort

Keen Strategy Llc

OPTIMIZED TENANT
SOLUTIONS
Disclaims: "TENANT
SOLUTIONS"
Serial: 86940508

Published
Pub: 08/16/2016
Filed: 03/15/2016

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for use in real estate inventory management, real estate
portfolio management, and real estate acquisition and
disposition analytics

Cliﬀord Fischer & Company

OPTIMAL TENANT SOLUTIONS
Disclaims: "TENANT
SOLUTIONS"
Serial: 86940523

Published
Pub: 08/16/2016
Filed: 03/15/2016

Attorney: Jacqueline Tadros

Suite 172
410 N Boylan Ave
Raleigh NC

13727 Noel Rd. Ste 900
DALLAS TX
Attorney: John M. Cone

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for use in real estate inventory management, real estate
portfolio management, and real estate acquisition and
disposition analytics

Cliﬀord Fischer & Company
13727 Noel Rd. Ste 900
DALLAS TX
Attorney: John M. Cone

PLANON AIM FOR THE
OPTIMUM
Reg: 5435335
Serial: 79193973

Registered
Reg: 04/03/2018
Pub: 01/16/2018
Filed: 01/21/2016

009 downloadable cloud-based computer software,
downloadable computer software, and computer software
recorded on magnetic data carriers, all being computer
software used by companies to manage all aspects of their
oﬃce functions, namely, software for managing physical
plant operations, real estate, and business assets;
downloadable cloud-based computer software,
downloadable computer software and computer software
recorded on magnetic data carriers in the nature of software
for planning the maintenance and management of movable
business property and real estate

Planon Software Development B.V.
Wijchenseweg 8
NL-6537 TL Nijmegen
NL
Attorney: Michele S. Katz

042 computer software design, customization, and
maintenance rendered to businesses in connection with
facilities management; consultancy in the field of software
namely, software used by companies to manage their
physical plant operations, real estate and business assets
and software for planning the maintenance and management
of movable business property and real estate; customized
development of software used to manage all aspects of
oﬃce functions including productivity management, physical
plant management, and management of real estate and
business assets; computer software technical support
services, namely, troubleshooting computer software
problems; software as a service (saas) services, namely,
hosting software for use by companies to manage all
aspects of oﬃce functions, particularly, software to manage
physical plant operations, real estate, and business assets
and software for planning the maintenance and management
of movable business property and real estate
OPTIMIZE OPTICAL
Disclaims: "OPTICAL"
Reg: 5397071
Serial: 87007564

OPTIMAL BLUE ADVANTAGE
Reg: 4525269
Serial: 86054126

Registered
Reg: 02/06/2018
Pub: 10/18/2016
Filed: 04/20/2016
First Use: 10/17/2017

042 software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting
software for use by others for use in their optometric and
optical practices with pricing, product selection and ordering
of products

Registered
Reg: 05/06/2014
Pub: 02/18/2014
Filed: 09/03/2013
First Use: 05/2013

042 software as a service (saas) services in the financial
services industry for monitoring mortgage loan compliance

Jak Consulting Llc
609 Ardmore Road
West Palm Beach FL
Attorney: J. Nevin Shaﬀer, Jr.

Optimal Blue, Llc
Suite 245
5601 Democracy Drive
Plano TX
Attorney: Brian G. Gilpin

OPTIMIZING CLINICAL
TRIALS: CONCEPT TO
CONCLUSION
Disclaims: "CLINICAL TRIALS"
Reg: 4192908
Serial: 85335976

Registered
Reg: 08/21/2012
Pub: 06/05/2012
Filed: 06/02/2011
First Use: 01/17/2011

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for use in managing data and information in the field of
medical clinical trials and research ; medical and scientific
research, namely, conducting clinical trials; clinical trial
protocol development in the nature of developing protocols
for medical clinical trials and research; clinical trial planning
and management in the nature of assisting with the
development of medical clinical trials and research and the
management of the data and information generated in
medical clinical trials and research; clinical trial
randomization and trial supply management in the nature of
the management of data and information generated in
medical clinical trials and research, for patient tracking and
management, for patient randomization and enrollment, for
pharmaceutical supply management and dosing, for logistics
management, and for material inventory and supply
management; clinical trial monitoring and events capture in
the nature of the gathering and organizing the information
and data generated in medical clinical trials and research;
clinical data capture, management and reporting in the
nature of the results of medical clinical trials and research;
providing online non-downloadable software for use in
managing data and information in the field of medical clinical
trials and research; providing online non-downloadable
software for use in managing data and information in the
field of medical clinical trials and research, namely, clinical
trial protocol development, clinical trial planning and
management, clinical trial user and learning management,
clinical trial randomization and trial supply management,
clinical trial monitoring and events capture, and clinical data
capture, management and reporting

Medidata Solutions, Inc.

CIVIS MEDIA OPTIMIZER
Disclaims: "MEDIA OPTIMIZER"
Reg: 4862139
Serial: 86468997

Registered
Reg: 12/01/2015
Pub: 09/15/2015
Filed: 12/02/2014
First Use: 09/2014

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring computer
software for performing predictive analytics, big data
compilation and analysis, and business data analysis ;
platform as a service (paas) featuring computer software
platforms for performing predictive analytics, big data
compilation and analysis, and business data analysis

Civis Analytics, Inc.

OPTIMAL INVENTORY
MANAGER
Disclaims: "INVENTORY
MANAGER"
Reg: 5181028
Serial: 87155034

Registered
Reg: 04/11/2017
Pub: 01/24/2017
Filed: 08/30/2016
First Use: 12/05/2015

009 downloadable inventory management control software

Tims Corporation

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring nondownloadable inventory management control software

Suite 1010
312 Marshall Avenue
Laurel MD

SUITEOPTIMIZE
Serial: 87659836

Published
Pub: 03/06/2018
Filed: 10/25/2017
First Use: 05/2016

UOPTIMIZE
Serial: 87271744

350 Hudson Street, 9th Floor
New York NY
Attorney: Jordan A. LaVine

P.O. Box 4042
Chicago IL
Attorney: Thomas L. Holt

Attorney: Jonathan R. Wachs

Pending
Filed: 12/16/2016

042 technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of
computer software problems; business technology software
consultation services; computer software consultation;
consulting services in the field of software as a service
(saas)

Netsuite Inc.

042 computer software for inventory control in the field of
maintenance, repair and operations (mro) data management
and data governance; computer software that allows users
to access inventory management services featuring
maintenance, repair and operations (mro) data cleansing and
analytics functions; business consultation services in the
field of maintenance, repair and operations (mro) data
management and data governance; inventory management
services, namely, compiling and managing inventory records
in the field of maintenance, repairs and operations; providing
an online website featuring business information in the fields
of inventory management, business consultation services,
and data collection and processing for business purposes;
providing an online website featuring information in the fields
of inventory management and data governance; software as
a service (saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by
others for providing organizations access over a network to
software applications in the field of inventory management
and data governance ; providing temporary use of online

I.M.A Inventory Management Analysis Ltd.

500 Oracle Parkway
Redwood Shores CA
Attorney: Andrew Roppel

500 HWY#3 RR#3
Tillsonburg, Ontario CA
Attorney: Yuri Chumak

non-downloadable software for organizing and managing
inventory and creating inventory reports; providing
temporary use of online non-downloadable software for
enabling sharing of information
OPTIMIZELY
Reg: 4451222
Serial: 85920824

OPTICLOUD
Reg: 5033244
Serial: 86833244

O.
Reg: 4925735
Serial: 86626568

O3PROJECT
Reg: 4914927
Serial: 86466822

Registered
Reg: 12/17/2013
Pub: 10/01/2013
Filed: 05/01/2013
First Use: 03/13/2010

042 software as a service (saas) services, featuring software
for website a/b testing, multivariate testing, personalization,
content targeting, behavioral targeting and segmentation ;
software as a service (saas) services, featuring software that
measures the impact of website changes on user behavior
using statistical methods

Optimizely, Inc.

Registered
Reg: 08/30/2016
Pub: 04/26/2016
Filed: 11/28/2015
First Use: 07/28/2015

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for managing payroll, human resources, and employee time
and attendance

Optimum Solutions, Inc.

Registered
Reg: 03/29/2016
Pub: 01/12/2016
Filed: 05/12/2015
First Use: 08/2012

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for mobile phones and personal communications devices,
namely, software for accessing and managing cable
television subscription, for streaming and watching television
and video-on-demand, and for searching, recording,
receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying of video

Csc Holdings, Llc

Registered
Reg: 03/08/2016
Pub: 04/28/2015
Filed: 11/28/2014
First Use: 06/14/2015

009 computer networking hardware; computer networking
software for administration of computer networks; computer
software for network management; computer software for
controlling and modifying the behavior of network
components, devices and applications; computer software
development tools; computer software for simulating,
analyzing and optimizing the performance of computer
networks; computer software, namely, testing software for
establishing conformance to specific technical specifications
in the field of software defined networking (sdn); computer
hardware and software for use in software defined
networking (sdn); computer hardware and software for use in
connecting to wide area network; computer software for
software defined networking (sdn), namely, for implementing
a computer network protocol that facilitates the control of
network switches, routers, firewalls, and wireless access
points; computer software for software defined networking
(sdn), namely, for enabling the access to wide area network
through external programming interfaces

Nippon Denki Kabushiki Kaisha
Dba Nec Corporation

631 Howard Street, Suite 100
San Francisco CA
Attorney: Thomas H. Zellerbach & Kristin S.
Cornuelle

210 25th Avenue North, Suite 700
Nashville TN
Attorney: Randy Michels

042 providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer
software for use in software defined networking (sdn);
computer network design and computer software design for
the network virtualization and the software defined
networking (sdn); research, development and consultancy
services relating to software defined networking (sdn) for
adopting software defined networking (sdn) protocols for
wide area network; providing information in the field of
software defined networking(sdn); design and development
of computer hardware and software; design and
development of computer network protocols; consultancy in
the field of design, selection, implementation and use of
computer hardware and software for purposes of
encouraging computer networking innovation; operating
software defined networks, namely, providing infrastructure
as a service (iaas) services in the field of computer and
telecommunication networks featuring software for the
design, development and controlling of software defined
networks (sdn); developing voluntary common industry
standards for network software and hardware development;
developing voluntary common industry standards for open
source software; developing voluntary common industry
standards for software defined networks; software as a

1111 Stewart Avenue
Bethpage NY
Attorney: Tamar Niv Bessinger

7-1, Shiba 5-Chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo JP
Attorney: Gary D. Krugman

service (saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by
others for the design, development and controlling of
software defined networks (sdn)
CMO
Serial: 86469237

G OPTIMUS
Serial: 77299498

Abandoned
Abandon: 09/21/2015
Filed: 12/02/2014
First Use: 09/2014

Abandoned
Abandon: 09/07/2009
Filed: 10/09/2007

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring computer
software for predictive analytics and big data and business
data analysis ; platform as a service (paas) featuring
computer software platforms for predictive analytics and big
data and business data analysis

Civis Analytics, Inc.

035 insurance claims auditing services; computerized
insurance claims auditing services

Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.

036 insurance brokerage; insurance consultation;
administration of self insurance programs for others;
insurance claims administration and processing;
computerized insurance claims administration and
processing; appraisal of various types of insurance risks

833 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 700
Chicago IL
Attorney: Thomas L. Holt

Two Pierce Place
Itasca IL
Attorney: Julia M. Chester

042 safety engineering ; occupational safety health act
compliance inspection
MAPTIMIZE
Serial: 77725870

Abandoned
Abandon: 01/29/2010
Filed: 04/30/2009

009 accounting software for use in the construction industry
for contract bidding and job accounting; an optical
metrology inspection system comprised of a light source,
one or more cameras and sensors in communication with
computer software and hardware; anti-spyware software;
automated debris management system software for use in
cleaning up after major disasters; automated microscope
and operating software sold as a unit for use in laboratory
operations; automated process control system, namely,
micro-processor based hardware and software used to
monitor the status of industrial machinery, namely, turbines,
generators and compressors; automated process control
system, namely, micro-processor based hardware and
software used to monitor the status of industrial processes,
namely, power generation, electrical distribution and oil and
gas processing; automated systems, namely, software,
hardware and communications devices for planning,
scheduling, controlling, monitoring and providing information
on transportation assets and parts thereof; broadband
power line communication systems for transferring
broadband data over electrical power lines, comprised of
computer hardware, software and modems; building security
systems comprising software and hardware for providing
picture, video, alarm status, building plans, and other
information to a remote station; children's educational
software; communication software for providing access to
the internet; communication software to access data stored
on an oximeter and transfer data to another device;
communications software for connecting online maps;
compiler software; components for gaming machines,
namely, controllers, displays, button panels, bolsters,
electrical wiring, and computer hardware and software
associated therewith; computer anti-virus software;
computer application software for mobile phones; computer
communications software to allow customers to access
bank account information and transact bank business;
computer database management software for use in
personalizing the content of e-mail communications;
computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform
electronic business transactions via a global computer
network; computer game software; computer game software
focusing on achieving a set of goals, positions, ownership,
and credentials, and professional and social status, and
good fortune necessary to succeed professionally and
personally, and not referring either to a group of software for
use in commerce or to a group of oﬃces; computer game
software for gaming machines including slot machines or
video lottery terminals; computer game software for gaming

Sebastien Gruhier
85 rue de la chalotais
cesson sevigné FR

machines, namely, slot machines and video lottery terminals;
computer game software for personal computers and home
video game consoles; computer game software for use with
personal computers, home video game consoles used with
televisions, and for arcade-based video game consoles;
computer game software, namely, a computer craps game;
computer graphics software; computer hardware and
computer software for retail inventory management, sold as
a unit; computer hardware and computer software programs
for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and
moving pictures into an interactive delivery for multimedia
applications; computer hardware and software for
processing digital music files; computer hardware and
software for setting up and configuring local area networks;
computer hardware and software for setting up and
configuring wide area networks; computer hardware and
software sold as a unit for testing of embedded computer
systems; computer hardware and software system for
remotely monitoring environmental conditions and
controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or
designated spatial area; computer hardware and software
system for tracking people, objects and pets using gps data
on a device on the tracked people, objects and pets;
computer hardware and software used for the control of
voice controlled information and communication devices;
computer hardware and software, for use with medical
patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing,
transmitting and displaying data; computer processing
software to process the image colors with the color and
intensity and interpret the results as tendencies of the
organs, glands and tissues according to the iridology charts;
computer programs recorded on data media (software)
designed for use in construction and automated
manufacturing (cad/cam); computer screen saver software;
computer search engine software; computer software and
computer hardware for use in language localization, by
means of language translation, subtitling, dubbing, closed
captioning and teletext for feature films, television programs,
videos and digital media in general; computer software and
firmware for games of chance on any computerized
platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based
slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery
terminals; computer software and hardware for
disseminating advertising for others on employee earnings
and third party paper payroll stubs and checks and on
electronic payroll payments; computer software and
hardware for online maps; computer software development
tools; computer software featuring musical sound recordings
and musical video recordings; computer software for
accessing information directories that may be downloaded
from the global computer network; computer software for
administration of computer local area networks; computer
software for administration of computer networks; computer
software for application and database integration; computer
software for communicating with users of hand-held
computers; computer software for computer system and
application development, deployment and management;
computer software for controlling and managing access
server applications; computer software for controlling and
managing patient medical information; computer software
for controlling self-service terminals; computer software for
creating searchable databases of information and data;
computer software for encryption; computer software for
interpretation of neuro and brain scans provided by
diagnostic imaging equipment; computer software for
manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media
applications; computer software for organizing and viewing
digital images and photographs; computer software for
processing digital music files; computer software for
providing an on-line database in the field of transaction
processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical
analysis, and produce notifications and reports; computer
software for pulmonary, cardiovascular and edema analysis

for use in small animal research studies; computer software
for redistricting, namely, aggregating smaller geographical
areas into multiple larger areas; computer software for
scientific analysis of genetic sequences; computer software
for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book
marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and
information; computer software for the creation of firewalls;
computer software for the databasing, visualization,
manipulation, virtual reality immersion and integration of
geographic information with on-line member communities;
computer software for the field of warehousing and
distribution, to manage transactional data, provide statistical
analysis, and produce notifications and reports; computer
software for the management of commercial printing
companies in the field of cost estimating, production
planning, scheduling production, binding, shipping and
analysis of the printing job; computer software for use in
customer relationship management (crm); computer software
for use in programming facsimile machines; computer
software for use in relation to digital animation and special
eﬀects of images; computer software for use in the
encryption and decryption of digital files, including audio,
video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia
files; computer software for use in the safeguarding of digital
files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images,
graphics and multimedia files; computer software for
visualization in the nature of graphical representation and
analysis of satellites; computer software for wireless content
delivery; computer software for online maps; computer
software for online maps that may be downloaded from a
global computer network; computer software platforms for
online maps; computer software that allows people or
organizations to create a voting event, vote on the issue,
change their vote at will and track the input and display it in
a unique graphical way; computer software that assists
computers in deploying parallel applications and performing
parallel computations; computer software that provides realtime, integrated business management intelligence by
combining information from various databases and
presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface;
computer software that provides web-based access to
applications and services through a web operating system or
portal interface; computer software to automate data
warehousing; computer software to control and improve
computer and audio equipment sound quality; computer
software to enable the transmission of photographs to
mobile telephones; computer software to enhance the
audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely,
for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and
moving pictures; computer software to monitor and control
factory manufacturing processes; computer software,
namely, an application allowing sales and field service
employees to update and receive data stored in an
enterprise's computer databases in real time, using a mobile
device, with full telephony integration with the telephone
and/or software features of the mobile device; computer
software, namely, electronic financial platform that
accommodates multiple types of payment and debt
transactions in an integrated mobile phone, pda, and web
based environment; computer software, namely, game
engine software for video game development and operation;
computer software, namely, software development tools for
the creation of mobile internet applications and client
interfaces; computer telephony software; credit screening
software; data compression software; database
management software for online maps; day and night vision
systems primarily comprising day and night sensors, day
and night cameras, power sources, communication means,
monitors and operating software; decoder software; desktop
publishing software; digital telephone platforms and
software; digital trading cards in the nature of multimedia
software recorded on magnetic media featuring online maps;
downloadable computer software for online maps;

downloadable computer software in the field of memory
training activities sold as a unit with positionable figures;
downloadable electronic data files and databases, namely,
business and tax forms, for use with computer software;
downloadable software for online maps; educational
software featuring instruction in online maps; electrical
energy utilization metering devices complete with related
software; electrical leak detection hardware and operating
software; electronic game software; electronic game
software for cellular telephones; electronic game software for
handheld electronic devices; electronic game software for
wireless devices; electronic game software, namely, an
electronic craps game; electronic game software, namely, an
electronic video craps game; electronic software updates,
namely, downloadable computer software and associated
data files for updating computer software in the fields of
online maps, provided via computer and communication
networks; electronic test instrument and associated software
for use in leak, flow and functional testing; elevator
performance monitoring system, namely, embedded
software in controllers for monitoring elevator functions;
enterprise software in the nature of a database for nontransactional data and a search engine for database content;
environmentally friendly automation systems, namely,
embedded operating systems and pc based software, for
monitoring specified conditions and controlling respective
innovative devices within a designated area; facilities
management software, namely, software to control building
environment, access and security systems; factory
automation software, namely, software to integrate
manufacturing machine operations, track problems and
generate production reports; floppy discs for computers
featuring online maps; free-space optics transmission
systems, ethernet switches and routers, and software sold
both as components thereof and separately, namely,
software adapted and arranged for operating, installing,
testing, diagnosing and managing the forgoing
telecommunication equipment; game software; gaming
software that generates or displays wager outcomes of
gaming machines; global positioning system (gps) consisting
of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers,
and network interface devices; graphical user interface
software; hardware and software adapter for coupling a gps
receiver to the microphone input of a digital camcorder;
home and oﬃce automation systems comprising wireless
and wired controllers, controlled devices, and software for
lighting, hvac, security, safety and other home and oﬃce
monitoring and control applications; industrial process
control software; industrial processed control software for
generating computer readable markings for application to
board lumber; integrated battery backup systems
comprising a battery, an electronic measurement apparatus
for use in the measurement of battery health and
performance, and a remote computer software program that
uses the foregoing data to trend, predict, and store data
related to the health of the battery; integrated circuit chips
for online maps as a component of video games software;
integrated suite of global tax management software;
interactive computer kiosks comprising computers,
computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer
operating software, for use in online maps; interactive
multimedia software featuring audio and video information
for patients on the subject of treatments, procedures and
alternatives related to dentistry; interactive video games of
virtual reality comprised of computer hardware and software;
lan (local area network) operating software; lighting control
software for use in commercial and industrial facilities;
medical imaging software that records, monitors and
analyzes data using a catheter based ultrasound imaging
probe; medical research equipment, namely, computers,
gamma cameras, collimators, aperture plates and computer
software, all sold together as a unit for use in high resolution,
high sensitivity tomographic image processing and imaging

in the field of nuclear medicine; medical software for
processing and displaying breast images on medical
resonance imaging machines (mri's); medical software for
processing and displaying images on ultrasound medical
imaging machines; medical software for online maps;
medical workstation comprised of computer hardware and
software for gathering and transmitting patient image data
for use during surgical procedures; multimedia software
recorded on cd-rom featuringonline maps; musiccomposition software; network access server operating
software; operating and user instructions stored in digital
form for computers and computer software, in particular on
floppy disks or cd-rom; optical discs containing software
and programming, used to set-up and calibrate televisions
and video output devices; pattern recognition systems
composed of computer chips, computer hardware and
software; pipeline communication systems for transferring
data over oil, gas, water and heat distribution pipeline
networks, comprised of computer hardware, software,
modems and communication cables; scientific apparatus for
use with membrane filtration, namely, water filter controllers
and computer software for detecting and measuring water
quality; software defined radio; software for configuring,
quoting and ordering electrical distribution products;
software for dosimetry purposes in the field of radiotherapy;
software for ensuring the security of electronic mail; software
for medical imaging equipment, namely, for interpreting the
results of ct scanners; software for monitoring and
controlling communication between computers and
automated machine systems; software for optical character
recognition; software for processing digital images of the
anatomy for diagnosis and treatment; software for
processing images, graphics and text; software for the
operational management of portable magnetic and
electronic cards; software programmable microprocessors;
software to control and improve audio equipment sound
quality; software utilizing bidirectional communication via
ethernet and internet to monitor and/or configure
programmable logic controls for wine cellars; tax
management data collection software; tax management
software; telecommunications equipment; fiber-optic
transceivers; fiber optic repeaters; converters; optimizers;
wave division multiplexers; free-space optics transmission
systems; switches including ethernet switches; routers; fiberto-the-home; ethernet-over-vdsl access aggregators;
terminators; repeaters; switches; console; alarm; sensor;
power management devices; telecommunications hardware
and software for monitoring and alerting remote sensor
status via the internet; turbine control systems comprising
electronic sensors and related software; ultrasonic bone
densitometer with computer, printer, and computer software
for use therewith, sold as a unit, for scientific use; upi
(universal peripheral interface) software; usb (universal serial
bus) operating software; video game software; video game
software, namely, a video craps game; virtual reality game
software; virtual reality software for online maps; vpn (virtual
private network) operating software; wan (wide area network)
operating software; web site development software; wireless
communication device featuring voice, data and image
transmission including voice, text and picture messaging, a
video and still image camera, also functional to purchase
music, games, video and software applications over the air
for downloading to the device
016 blank paper computer tapes; blank paper computer
tapes for recording programs; blank paper tapes and cards
for the recording of computer programs; computer game
instruction manuals; computer manuals for online maps;
computer paper; computer printer ink ribbons; computer
printer ribbons; computer program manuals for online maps;
computer ribbons; diagrams for online maps; magazines
featuring online maps; non-magnetically encoded prepaid
purchase cards for online maps; photographs that have been

computer manipulated and enhanced to look like paintings;
series of computer game hint books; software programmes
and data processing programmes in printed form
038 broadcasting programs via a global computer network;
communication by electronic computer terminals;
communication services, namely, electronic transmission of
data and documents among users of computers;
communication via analogue and digital computer terminals;
communication via computer terminals, by digital
transmission or by satellite; communications by computer
terminals; communications via analogue and digital
computer terminals; computer aided transmission of
information and images; computer services, namely,
providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction with other
computer users concerning topics of general interest;
computer transmission of information accessed via a code
or a terminal; computer-aided transmission of messages;
electronic delivery of images and photographs via a global
computer network; electronic transmission of data and
documents via computer terminals; electronic transmission
of data and documents via computer terminals and
electronic devices; on-line document delivery via a global
computer network; providing a high speed access to area
networks and a global computer information network;
providing electronic transmission of credit card transaction
data and electronic payment data via a global computer
network; providing multiple use access to global computer
information networks for the transfer and dissemination of a
wide range of information; providing multiple user access to
proprietary collections of information by means of global
computer information networks; providing multiple-user
access to a global computer information network; providing
on-line chat rooms for transmission of messages among
computer users concerning online maps; providing on-line
electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages
among computer users concerning online maps; providing
on-line forums for transmission of messages among
computer users concerning online maps; providing on-line
listservers for transmission of messages among computer
users concerning online maps; providing private and secure
real time electronic communication over a computer
network; providing telecommunication access to libraries
related to the management of electronic journals and similar
materials in a manner appropriate for loading and
automatically updating their local computer systems used
for managing electronic resources; providing
telecommunications connections to a global computer
network; providing user access to a global computer
network; provision of access to a global computer network;
rental of access time to global computer networks; rental of
teleprocessing and computer communication apparatus and
instruments; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual
material via a global computer network; transmission and
distribution of data or audio visual images via a global
computer network or the internet; transmission of
information via computers connected to the same telematic
network
042 advisory services in the field of product development
and quality improvement of software; application service
provider (asp) featuring software for use online maps;
application service provider (asp), namely, hosting computer
software applications of others; application service provider
featuring software for providing an on-line database in the
field of transaction processing to upload transactional data,
provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and
reports; application service provider, namely, providing,
hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining
applications, software, web sites, and databases in the fields
of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile
information access, and remote data management for
wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops
and mobile electronic devices; application service provider,

namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing,
researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining
applications, software, web sites, and databases of others in
the fields of healthcare, benefits programs, employee
productivity, risk management; automotive diagnostic
services featuring computer software for use by independent
automotive repair personnel; computer and computer
software rental; computer hardware and software consulting
services; computer monitoring service which tracks
application software performance, performs periodic
maintenance and provides reports and alerts concerning
such performance; computer network design and computer
software design for the online maps; computer programming
and software design; computer service, acting as an
application service provider in the field of knowledge
management to host computer application software for
creating searchable databases of information and data to
allow users to perform, on-line, the collecting and analyzing
of diﬀerent types of opinion surveys; computer service,
namely, acting as an application service provider in the field
of knowledge management to host computer application
software for creating searchable databases of information
and data; computer service, namely, acting as an application
service provider in the field of knowledge management to
host computer application software for searching and
retrieving information from databases and computer
networks; computer service, namely, acting as an application
service provider in the field of knowledge management to
host computer application software for the collection,
editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission,
storage and sharing of data and information; computer
services, namely, providing a web-based system and online
portal for customers to remotely manage, administer, modify
and control their end user computer devices, data and
software applications; computer software consultancy;
computer software consultation; computer software design;
computer software design for others; computer software
design, computer programming, or maintenance of
computer software; computer software development;
computer software development and computer
programming development for others; computer software
development in the field of freight transportation by truck,
rail, air and ocean; computer software development in the
field of mobile applications; computer software installation
and maintenance; computer software rental; consultancy in
the field of software design; consultation services in the
fields of selection, implementation and use of computer
hardware and software systems for others; consulting
services in the field of design, selection, implementation and
use of computer hardware and software systems for others;
consulting services, namely, designing, creating,
implementing and maintaining computer software for
owners, managers and other personnel to set-up, open,
operate and manage a commercial climbing facility;
customization of computer hardware and software;
customized software development services; data automation
and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate,
analyze and collect service data; debugging computer
software for others; design and development of computer
game software and virtual reality software; design and
development of computer hardware and software; design
and development of computer software; design and
development of computer software for the improvements of
purchasing functions of business; design and development
of integrated data collection and wireless transmission
hardware systems for equipment and for software
applications associated with that equipment at mining,
construction, and industrial sites; design and development of
on-line computer software systems; design and
implementation of software and technology solutions for the
purpose of product and document authentication and
tracking, and brand monitoring and protection, to protect
against counterfeiting, tampering, and diversion, and to

ensure the integrity of genuine products and documents;
design for others in the field of computer networks, software,
and engineering for the online maps; design of computer
hardware, integrated circuits, communications hardware and
software and computer networks for others; design of
computer networks and software for others for the online
maps; design of computer programs and software relating to
aircraft; design of home pages, computer software and web
sites; design, development and implementation of software;
design, development, and consulting services in the field of
home and workplace automation hardware and software;
design, maintenance, development and updating of
computer software; design, updating and rental of computer
software; design, upgrading and rental of computer
software; designing and developing computer game
software and video game software for use with computers,
video game program systems and computer networks;
designing computer software for controlling self-service
terminals; developing and updating computer software;
developing computer software; developing of driver and
operating system software; development of computer
programs recorded on data media (software) designed for
use in construction and automated manufacturing
(cad/cam); development of customized software for others
for use in risk assessment, information security, business
analysis, audit and audit planning, and sales management;
development of software for secure network operations;
development, updating and maintenance of software and
data bases; image processing software design; inserting
software protection programs and security programs onto
magnetic media; installation and maintenance of computer
software; installation of computer software; installation,
maintenance and repair of computer software; installation,
repair and maintenance of computer software; maintenance
and updating of computer software; maintenance and
upgrading of computer software; maintenance of computer
software; maintenance of computer software used for
operating filling apparatus and machines; maintenance of
software for internet access; periodic upgrading of computer
software for others; programming of computer software for
others; providing a web site featuring software that enables
shippers of freight using truck, rail, ocean or air
transportation to select routes and carriers, to communicate
with carriers, and to manage pickup and delivery of
shipments; providing a web site featuring temporary use of
non-downloadable software allowing web site users to
upload on-line videos for sharing with others for
entertainment purposes; providing a web site featuring
temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web
site users to upload, post and display online videos for
sharing with others for entertainment purposes; providing a
website featuring on-line non-downloadable software that
enables users to create audio drama series and episodes,
write scripts, audition and assign talent, record and mix
audio, publish produced audio dramas, track and analyze
audio drama statistics, advertise and market audio dramas,
and stream and/or download audio dramas; providing a
website featuring on-line non-downloadable software tools
for image editing; providing on-line non-downloadable
software for online maps; providing technical information
updates of industrial process control computer software via
the global computer network; providing temporary use of
non-downloadable computer software for preparing invoices
over computer networks, intranets and the internet;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer
software for preparing shipping documents over computer
networks, intranets and the internet; providing temporary
use of non-downloadable computer software for shipment
processing over computer networks, intranets and the
internet; providing temporary use of non-downloadable
computer software for tracking documents over computer
networks, intranets and the internet; providing temporary
use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking

freight over computer networks, intranets and the internet;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer
software for tracking packages over computer networks,
intranets and the internet; providing temporary use of on-line
non-downloadable software development tools for online
maps; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable
software for online maps; remote computer network
technical monitoring and software maintenance services;
rental of application software; rental of computer hardware
and computer software; rental of computer software; rental
of computer software and programs; rental of computer
software, data processing equipment and computer
peripheral devices; rental of computers and software; renting
computer software; renting out hardware and software;
repair of computer software; repair of software; research and
development of computer software; research, development,
design and upgrading of computer software; software as a
service (saas) services featuring online maps ; software as a
service (saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by
others for use online maps; software authoring; software
design and development; technical support services,
namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing
computer hardware and software problems; technical
support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer
software problems; technical support services, namely,
troubleshooting of industrial process control computer
software problems; up-dating of computer software;
updating and design of computer software; updating and
maintenance of computer software; updating and rental of
software for data processing; updating of computer software
for others; updating, design and rental of software
OPTIMALSMS
Serial: 85627161

Abandoned
Abandon: 01/18/2016
Pub: 10/23/2012
Filed: 05/16/2012

035 tracking, analyzing, aggregating and managing data for
others regarding pharmaceutical sample distribution

Optimal Sample Management Solutions,
Llc

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for tracking, analyzing, aggregating and managing data
regarding pharmaceutical samples

2019 Cambridge Dr.
Henrico VA
Attorney: Ian D. Titley

VOPTIMIZE
Serial: 87591732

Published
Pub: 01/09/2018
Filed: 08/31/2017

042 software as a service (saas) services featuring software
for inventory management for the medical clinical industry

Voptimize

G GALLAGHER OPTIMUS
Serial: 77299449

Abandoned
Abandon: 09/11/2009
Filed: 10/09/2007

035 insurance claims auditing services; computerized
insurance claims auditing services

Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.

036 insurance brokerage; insurance consultation;
administration of self insurance programs for others;
insurance claims administration and processing;
computerized insurance claims administration and
processing; appraisal of various types of insurance risks

11938 Mayfield Ave
Los Angeles CA

Two Pierce Place
Itasca IL
Attorney: Julia M. Chester

042 safety engineering ; occupational safety health act
compliance inspection
OPTIMATION
Serial: 75917968

OPTICO
Reg: 4454547
Serial: 85925176

OPTIMUS
Reg: 4826322

Abandoned
Abandon: 02/05/2001
Filed: 02/14/2000

Registered
Reg: 12/24/2013
Pub: 10/08/2013
Filed: 05/07/2013
First Use: 02/01/2013

Registered
Reg: 10/06/2015

042 computer programming services, recovery of computer
data, computer hardware and computer software
consultancy, updating computer software, computer
software design, computer systems analysis, and
consultancy services for computer systems and computer
networks

Mentum Group Holdings Limited

041 educational services, namely, conducting worshops,
classes and seminars in the fields of eﬀective
communication and writing and distribution of training
materials in connection therewith

Communication Constructs, Inc.
Dba Optico

042 application service provider (asp) featuring software for
use in guided writing and document creation
042 providing computer based modeling of seismic data for
others

Level 3, Exchange Place,
5-7 Willeston Street,
Wellington NZ
Attorney: David E. Sipiora

1220 N. Market Street, Suite 808
Wilmington DE
Attorney: Tuesday Kaasch

Gx Technology Corporation
2105 CityWest Boulevard

Serial: 86536115

OPTIMUS-ID
Serial: 76688050

Houston TX

Pub: 07/21/2015
Filed: 02/16/2015
First Use: 03/06/2000
Abandoned
Abandon: 01/04/2009
Filed: 03/24/2008

Attorney: Gene L. Tyler

042 on-line market research services

Peanut Labs, Inc.
114 Sansome Street, Suite 920
San Francisco CA
Attorney: D. Benjamin Borson

OPTIMUS
Reg: 3434756
Serial: 77266801

OPTIMUS
Reg: 1531314
Serial: 73681464

OPTIMIZING BUSINESS
RELATIONSHIPS
Reg: 2743016
Serial: 76130664

Cancelled
Cancel: 01/02/2015
Reg: 05/27/2008
Pub: 03/11/2008
Filed: 08/29/2007
First Use: 03/06/2000

042 providing computer based modeling of seismic data for
others

Cancelled
Cancel: 10/24/2009
Aﬃdavits: 8; 15
Reg: 03/21/1989
Pub: 12/27/1988
Filed: 08/31/1987
First Use: 12/1972

040 videotape and film editing services

Opt1, Inc.

041 videotape production services

ATTN: THOMAS DUFF
161 E. GRAND AVE.
CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60611 ,

Cancelled
Cancel: 03/07/2010
Reg: 07/29/2003
Pub: 06/11/2002
Filed: 09/18/2000
First Use: 10/20/2000

009 computer software for document creation, production,
conversion, recording, indexing, archiving, printing,
displaying, publishing, transmission, encryption,
management, typography, and distribution

Gx Technology Corporation
2105 CITYWEST BOULEVARD
HOUSTON TX
Attorney: Gene L. Tyler

042 computer generated animation and graphics services

Attorney: EDWARD G. WIERZBICKI

035 outsourcing services for others in the field of document
automation and management, electronic presentment of
information, enterprise information and e-commerce
solutions, namely, for document creation, production,
conversion, recording, indexing, archiving, printing,
displaying, viewing, publishing, transmission, encryption,
management, typography, and distribution

Docu Corp International, Inc.
5910 N. Central Expressway, Suite 800
Dallas TX
Attorney: PURVI T. PATEL

042 providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer
software for document creation, production, conversion,
recording, indexing, archiving, printing, displaying,
publishing, transmission, encryption, management,
typography, and distribution over a global computer
information network; computer services, namely, providing
online document management services, specifically,
document creation, production, conversion, recording,
indexing, archiving, printing, displaying, publishing,
transmission, encryption, management, typography, and
distribution over a global computer information network;
computer services, namely, providing a website featuring
business and insurance forms; technical support services,
namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems via
telephone, e-mail, and in-person; computer software
consultation services ; computer software integration and
installation services

OPTIMIZED FOR
WATCHERSERIES
Reg: 3524373
Serial: 79045100

Cancelled
Cancel: 04/23/2017
Reg: 10/28/2008
Pub: 08/12/2008
Filed: 04/23/2007

037 installation, maintenance and repair of computers, and
rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially
destroyed
042 computer systems analysis, computer programming,
computer rental, updating of computer software for others,
duplication of computer programs, computer software
design for others, maintenance of computer software,
computer hardware system design for others, design and
development of computer software system, recovery of
computer data, installation of computer software, computer
software consultancy, consultancy in the field of computer
hardware, conversion of data or documents from physical to
electronic media, data conversion of computer programs
and data other than physical conversion, duplication of
computer programs, computer virus protection services,
creating and maintaining web sites for others, hosting the

Wtek As
Skarpengland
N-4715 Øvrebø
NO

web sites of others, rental of computer software, rental of
web servers, packaging design for others, industrial design,
research and development of new products for others
OPTIMUS
Serial: 73619611

NEX OPTIMISATION
Disclaims: "OPTIMISATION"
Serial: 87251956

Abandoned
Abandon: 11/29/1989
Pub: 01/20/1987
Filed: 09/15/1986
First Use: 12/09/1982

042 design and development and system generation of
computer software and systems

Pending
Filed: 11/30/2016

009 computer software for trading securities and other
financial instruments which is downloaded or accessed from
a remote computer network; computer programs for use in
accessing information databases and performing personal
computing applications in the areas of news, business,
finance, current events, securities, securities markets and
the energy industry, analyzing international business and
financial news; software for interactive electronic
communication about securities; computer programs for
data processing and distribution of information in the field of
securities exchange; downloadable electronic publications in
the nature of white papers and research papers in the field of
finance, stocks, securities and other financial instruments;
computerized trading systems, namely, computer software
and hardware for electronically trading securities and other
financial instruments; computerized post-trade systems,
namely, computer software and hardware for electronically
reconciling accounts of trades of securities and other
financial instruments; electronic trading systems, namely,
computer software for electronically trading securities and
other financial instruments; electronic post-trade systems,
namely, computer software for the electronic reconciliation of
accounts for the trading of securities and other financial
instruments; software for computerized trading systems,
namely, computer software for electronically trading
securities and other financial instruments; financial services
software for trading securities and other financial
instruments; software for development of proprietary trading
strategies; software for providing information regarding
trading positions and trading strategies; software for
providing specialist trading capabilities to traders in the
nature of anonymous fixings; software for testing trading
strategies against live and historic market data; software for
order and trade capture by brokers; electronic trading
systems for trading financial instruments and commodities,
namely, computer software for electronically trading financial
instruments and commodities; electronic systems for
providing cash management requirements to traders,
namely, computer software for electronically trading financial
instruments and commodities; software for calculation
processing for use in the provision of broking and financial
services; integrated computerized systems, hardware and
software for the provision of trading and broking platforms,
for the verification and settling of financial transactions, for
the provision of trade related services and post-trade
services in the financial markets, for providing connectivity to
trading exchanges and trading platforms, for portfolio
compression, re-balancing and reconciliation services, for
the provision of stock exchange services, for trading in
shipping and cargo markets and the baltic dry index, for the
provision of arbitrage pricing services and for the provision
of news and market data; computer software for calculation
processes in the provision of broking and financial services
relating to commodities, commodities options, swaps and
futures, financial instruments, financial or money products
and agreements, derivatives, fixed income derivatives,
freight derivatives, forward freight derivatives, equities
derivatives, property derivatives, debt securities and listed
derivatives, fixed income products, futures, options, indices,
credit, credit derivatives, debt, equities, foreign exchange
and foreign exchange products, currency, interest rate,
bonds, swaps, forward agreements, contracts for
diﬀerences, agriculture and softs, alternative fuels, biofuels,

Davis And Goerling, Inc.
120 N. EISENHOWER LANE
LOMBARD IL
Attorney: GERSON E. MEYERS

Nex Services Limited
2 BROADGATE
LONDON GB
Attorney: Jeanne Hamburg

coal, crude oil and refined products, electricity, emissions,
freight, natural gas, nuclear fuels, and weather products,
precious metals, common metals and their alloys, shipping,
yachts, shipping routes, freight, cargo, intellectual property
and intellectual capital assets; electronic systems, computer
hardware and computer software for the capture and
matching of trade related data and trade tickets, transaction
settlement services, netting and trade allocation services,
trade and account reconciliation services, trade confirmation
services, messaging services relating to post-trade activities,
credit services and calculation and monitoring of credit limits
and credit utilization; electronic systems, computer hardware
and computer software for automating the complete trade
life cycle including deal capture, robust matching, limit
checking, allocations processing, billing, status reporting,
booking and exceptions management; electronic systems,
computer hardware and computer software for real-time
client oriented reporting capability including resets,
settlements, valuations, portfolio reconciliation and trade life
cycle events; electronic systems, computer hardware and
computer software to provide a complete trading
relationship management solution for prime brokers;
electronic systems, computer hardware and computer ecommerce software to allow users to perform services
provided by banks, funds, fund administrators, asset
managers, regulated trading venues and other institutions
providing services to the financial markets participants,
namely, electronic financial transactions in the nature of
credit transactions and securities trades
035 business management; business administration;
providing oﬃce functions; marketing and market research
services; data processing services; provision of business
information; commercial intermediation services, namely,
business intermediary services related to matching of
potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing
funding; business advisory services; compilation of
information onto computer databases; data processing
services, namely, computerized data capture, processing
and verification; computerized database management; data
processing services, namely, data cleaning services; data
processing services, namely, data archiving services;
document handling services, namely, copying and filing of
documents; records management services, namely,
document indexing services; computerized file management;
business information services, namely, compilation and
provision of trade and business price and statistical
information; compilation and provision of financial,
securities, trade and quote, order, execution, index value and
other financial market information for business purposes;
business supervision and appraisal services; business
regulation services, namely, financial record-keeping for
regulatory compliance services; preparation and compilation
of business reports; advisory, consultancy and information
services relating to all the foregoing; provision of pricing
information, namely, providing pricing information about
securities and financial instruments; settlement of
commercial transactions for third parties; compiling of
information into computer databases for others in
connection with stock exchange and financial services
036 financial aﬀairs, namely, financial information,
management and analysis services; monetary aﬀairs,
namely, financial information, management and analysis
services; investment, broking, credit and foreign exchange
services, namely, investment advisory services, providing
information in the field of foreign exchanges; financial
services; money transfer and exchange services; securities
broking services; brokerage, trading and dealing services,
namely, electronic financial trading services; valuation
services, namely, valuation of securities and financial
instruments; share price information services, namely,
provision of share pricing information; financial securities
exchange services, namely, conducting a securities

exchange, providing clearing and settlement services for
stocks, equity indices, contracts on stocks, bonds, options,
equities, futures, other securities and currencies; provision of
financial information; collecting and providing financial
information in the nature of securities market data,
quotations, orders, market transactions, and financial index
values; securities exchange listing services, namely, listing of
securities and securities derivatives for quotation and
trading; financial valuation of securities, namely, providing
and updating an index of securities values and classification,
analysis, and reporting thereof; securities exchange price
quotation services; providing an online database featuring
real time investment information in the stock and securities
market; providing an online database featuring real time
financial information communicated with subscribers
through a web interface, email or text messages in the form
of alerts on topics of systemic risk, significant price
movements of securities and anomalies in the market;
financial advisory and securities exchange services, namely,
brokerage, trading, dealing, risk management, risk
elimination, risk mitigation and calculation for the execution
or broking of and in commodities, commodities options,
swaps and futures, financial instruments, financial or money
products and agreements, derivatives, fixed income
derivatives, freight derivatives, forward freight derivatives,
equities derivatives, property derivatives, debt securities and
listed derivatives, fixed income products, futures, options,
indices, credit, credit derivatives, debt, equities, foreign
exchange and foreign exchange products, currency, interest
rate, bonds, swaps, forward agreements, contracts for
diﬀerences, agriculture and softs, alternative fuels, biofuels,
coal, crude oil and refined products, electricity, emissions,
freight, natural gas, nuclear fuels, and weather products,
precious metals, common metals and their alloys, shipping,
yachts, shipping routes, freight, cargo, intellectual property
and intellectual capital assets; financial securities exchange
services in the nature of interest rate swaps, interest rate
options, equity derivatives and commodity swaps; financial
guarantees; financial evaluations; fiscal assessments and
valuations; financial advisory services; credit services;
securities trading services for others, namely, post-trade
services; securities trading services for others, namely,
capture and matching of trade related data and trade tickets;
securities trading services for others, namely, netting and
trade allocation services; securities trade execution services
for others, namely, trade and account reconciliation services;
securities trade execution services, namely, trade
confirmation services; credit services, namely, calculation
and monitoring of credit limits and credit utilization; financial
advisory and securities exchange services, namely, posttrade deal capture, robust matching, limit checking,
allocations processing, billing, status reporting, booking,
exceptions management, resets, settlements, valuations,
portfolio compression, portfolio re-balancing, portfolio
reconciliation and trade life cycle events; financial services
provided by and for prime brokers, namely, financial analysis
and research and financial risk assessment; financial
services provided by and for banks, namely, credit services
and securities trade execution on behalf of clients; marketmaking, issuing and dealing in contracts, namely, contracts
for the sale and purchase of securities and other financial
instruments; financial clearing-house services, namely,
clearing, matching and clearing-house services; financial risk
assessment services, namely, hedging services, arbitrage
services, risk management, risk elimination and risk
mitigation services in the financial markets; securities
brokerage and advisory services, namely, broking, trading,
matching, risk management, risk mitigation and risk
elimination of credit derivative instruments; securities
brokerage and advisory services, namely, broking, trading,
matching, risk management, risk elimination and risk
mitigation of credit default swaps, corporate bonds,
collateralised debt obligations and asset backed securities;

securities brokerage and advisory services, namely, broking,
trading, matching, risk management, risk elimination, risk
mitigation services relating to bonds, swaps, forward
agreements and other financial or money products or
agreements; financial management, namely, operation,
supervision, regulation, administration and organization of
markets and exchanges; stock exchange services, namely,
stock exchange price quotations, stock exchange
information services; equities exchange services, namely,
equities exchange price quotations, equities exchange
information services; securities trading services for others,
namely, trade matching services; investment brokerage
services, namely, investment exchange services; securities
exchange quotation services, namely, stock exchange
quotation services, commodity exchange quotation services,
financial instrument exchange quotation services; valuation
of shipping, yachts, freight and cargo; financial database
services, namely, providing an on-line searchable database
featuring financial information about securities and other
financial instruments; financial information and advisory
services, namely, preparation, compilation derivation and
provision of information, reports, analyses, indices,
supervision, market analysis, advisory and consultancy
services relating to all the aforesaid; financial information
services, namely, derivation and publication of indices
relating to shipping, commodities, cargo and freight; venture
capital financing and advisory services, namely, provision of
financing and venture capital services to emerging and startup companies; provision of all the aforesaid services by
electronic means and via the internet; cash management
services; securities trade execution services, namely,
conducting a securities and derivatives trading platform;
financial brokerage services; financial clearinghouse
services; quotation of stocks and securities exchange prices;
provision of data relating to the financial markets; provision
of information related to financial markets and trading
systems and to post-trade services in the financial markets;
provision of information related to capture and matching of
trade-related data and trade tickets, transaction settlement
services, netting and trade allocation services, trade and
account reconciliation services, trade confirmation services,
messaging services relating to post-trade activities, credit
services and calculation and monitoring of credit limits and
credit utilization
038 telecommunication services, namely, wireless telephone
services; chat room services for social networking; portal
services, namely, providing internet access to a remote
electronic platform; providing user access to the internet;
transmission of news; electronic transmission of data,
namely, provision, communication and transmission of data
and information by computer, electronic mail; transmission of
database information via telecommunications networks,
namely, provision and display of information from computer
databases; data communications services, namely, data
communication by email, electronic transmission of data
among users of computers; data network services, namely,
namely, providing user access to computer programs in data
networks; computer communication services, namely,
communications by computer terminals; data transmission
via telecommunication means, namely, telecommunication of
information, web pages, computer programs and data;
electronic mail services, namely, electronic transmission of
e-mail, provision of telecommunications access links to
computer databases and the internet; satellite, telephone,
and wireless broadband communications services for
settling financial transactions; providing telecommunication
connections to the internet or databases, namely, provision
of connectivity to financial markets and trading systems;
transmission of messages, namely, messaging services
relating to post-trade activities; electronic transmission of
securities and financial data for others; providing access to a
global computer network for the purpose of trading in stocks

and other financial securities; communicating and routing
trade information involving orders, entry and execution
services to others via a global computer network; providing
access to computerized databases and computer networks;
electronic transmission of information, documents, and data
for others in the nature of business and securities statistics
and commercial information, financial securities information,
stock exchange information, trade information, quote
information, order execution information, index value
information and other market information; providing access
to integrated databases of bid, oﬀer and quote values and
financial information relating to securities; electronic
transmission of information, documents, and data for others
in the nature of financial information in relation to index
levels, support documentation for financial products, risk
analysis, risk assessment and risk evaluation of financial
investment and trading; electronic transmission of
information, documents, and data for others consisting of
index constituent data for the calculation and composition of
indices, risk analysis, risk assessment and risk evaluation of
financial investment and trading; information and advisory
services relating to all the foregoing; providing multi-user
access to an electronic database for the dissemination of
securities information and the direct on-line purchase of
stock via wide-area computer network; providing access to a
computer database in the field of securities, stocks, shares,
options and warrants, featuring real time investment
information in the stocks and securities market, all of the
foregoing services provided for the purpose of facilitating the
trading of securities and other financial instruments
042 computer programming; installation, maintenance and
repair of computer software; computer consultancy services;
design and development of computer hardware and
software and computer programming, all relating to financial
trading systems and provision of connectivity to financial
markets, trading exchanges and platforms and to the
provision of data related to financial markets and trading
systems and to the provision of post-trade services in the
financial markets, capture and matching of trade related data
and trade tickets, transaction settlement services, netting
and trade allocation services, trade and account
reconciliation services, trade confirmation services,
messaging services relating to post-trade activities, credit
services and calculation and monitoring of credit limits and
credit utilization; design and development of software for
testing trading strategies against live and historic market
data and for development of proprietary trading strategies;
computer services, namely, data retrieval and recovery
services for settling financial transactions; updating of
computer programs for third parties; computer systems
analysis; rental of computer programs and computer
database software; software as a service ("saas") services
featuring software for trading of securities and other financial
instruments ; providing temporary use of on-line, nondownloadable software for database management for use in
financial services, financial trading services, broking
services, stock exchange services, equities exchange
services, trade matching services and investment exchange
services

TRIPOPTIMIZER
Reg: 3740945
Serial: 77590792

Cancelled
Cancel: 08/26/2016
Reg: 01/19/2010
Pub: 03/31/2009
Filed: 10/10/2008
First Use: 10/26/2009

OPTIMIST PRIME MINISTER
Serial: 86901412

Abandoned
Abandon: 04/03/2017

042 application service provider (asp) featuring software for
use in making travel arrangements in the field of
entertainment

I Zento, Inc.
144
1250 I Newell Ave.
Walnut Creek CA

Christopher Brown

Pub: 07/05/2016
Filed: 02/08/2016

035 music selection services for use in advertising; on-line
wholesale and retail store services featuring downloadable
sound, music, image, video and game files, clothing, and
other related merchandise

11511 SW 10th Street
Pembroke Pines FL
Attorney: Joycelyn Brown,

042 providing a website allowing users to download music
and music videos; providing a website allowing users to
upload and download music; providing a website that gives
users the ability to purchase downloadable music
INFORMATION OPTIMIZED
Disclaims: "INFORMATION"
Reg: 4185203
Serial: 85347899

ARBOR OPTIMA
Serial: 85048366

Registered
Reg: 08/07/2012
Pub: 05/22/2012
Filed: 06/16/2011
First Use: 03/01/2010

Abandoned
Abandon: 07/29/2013
Pub: 11/02/2010
Filed: 05/26/2010

009 computer software that provides real-time, integrated
business management intelligence by combining information
from various databases and presenting it in an easy-tounderstand user interface; computer search engine software
042 consulting services in the field of computer-based
information systems for businesses; computer services,
namely, creating computer network-based indexes of
information, websites and resources; data mining; computer
software consulting services ; computer services, namely,
providing search engines for obtaining data on the internet
and corporate intranets; design, development and consulting
services related thereto in the field of computer software;
consulting services in the field of computer-based
information systems for businesses
009 anti-spyware software; computer anti-virus software;
computer hardware; computer hardware and computer
peripheral devices; computer hardware and computer
peripherals; computer hardware and peripheral devices;
computer hardware and peripherals; computer hardware and
peripherals therefor; computer hardware and software for
setting up and configuring local area networks; computer
hardware and software for setting up and configuring wide
area networks; computer hardware and software sold as a
unit for testing of embedded computer systems; firewalls;
computer network adapters; computer network adapters;
switches; routers; hubs; computer network hubs; computer
network hubs; switches; routers; computer network interface
devices; computer network switches; computer networking
hardware; computer operating software; computer programs
for searching remotely for content on computers and
computer networks; computer programs for searching the
contents of computers and computer networks by remote
control; computer search engine software; computer
software for accessing information directories that may be
downloaded from the global computer network; computer
software for computer system and application development,
deployment and management; computer software for
controlling and managing access server applications;
computer software for creating searchable databases of
information and data; computer software for encryption;
computer software for providing an on-line database in the
field of transaction processing to upload transactional data,
provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and
reports; computer software for the creation of firewalls;
computer software for use in the encryption and decryption
of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still
images, graphics and multimedia files; computer software
for use in the safeguarding of digital files, including audio,
video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia
files; computer software that provides real-time, integrated
business management intelligence by combining information
from various databases and presenting it in an easy-tounderstand user interface; computer software to automate
data warehousing; decoder software; enterprise software in
the nature of a database for non-transactional data and a
search engine for database content; gateway routers in the
nature of computer control hardware; network access server
hardware; network access server operating software;
software for ensuring the security of electronic mail

International Business Machines
Corporation
Aka Ibm Corporation
NEW ORCHARD ROAD
ARMONK NY
Attorney: Leonora Hoicka

Arbor Networks, Inc.
6 Omni Way
Chelmsford MA
Attorney: John D. Winkelman

042 application service provider (asp), namely, hosting
computer software applications of others; application service
provider featuring software for providing an on-line database
in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional
data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications
and reports; computer consultation in the field of computer
security; computer security consultancy; computer security
consultancy in the field of scanning and penetration testing
of computers and networks to assess information security
vulnerability; computer security service, namely, hard drive
erasure; computer security service, namely, restricting
access to and by computer networks to and of undesired
web sites, media and individuals and facilities; computer
service, namely, acting as an application service provider in
the field of knowledge management to host computer
application software for creating searchable databases of
information and data; computer service, namely, acting as an
application service provider in the field of knowledge
management to host computer application software for
searching and retrieving information from databases and
computer networks; computer software consultancy ;
computer software consultation; computer software
consulting; computer software development; computer
systems integration services; computer virus protection
services; consultation services in the field of search engine
optimization; consultation services in the fields of selection,
implementation and use of computer hardware and software
systems for others; consulting in the field of configuration
management for computer hardware and software; creating
of computer programs; customization of computer hardware
and software; customized software development services;
data automation and collection service using proprietary
software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; data
conversion of electronic information; data encryption and
decoding services; data encryption services; data migration
services; design and development of computer hardware;
design and development of computer hardware and
software; design and development of computer software;
design and development of electronic data security systems;
design, creation, hosting, maintenance of websites for
others; design, deployment and management of wireless
networks for others; design, development and consulting
services in the field of software for content management;
design, development and implementation of software;
design, development, installation and maintenance of
computer software; design, installation, updating and
maintenance of computer software; design, maintenance,
development and updating of computer software; designing
and developing computer game software and video game
software for use with computers, video game program
systems and computer networks; developing and hosting a
server on a global computer network for the purpose of
facilitating e-commerce via such a server; developing and
implementing customized plans for improving security and
preventing criminal activity for businesses and governmental
agencies; developing and updating computer software;
developing computer software; development of customized
software for others for use in risk assessment, information
security, business analysis, audit and audit planning, and
sales management; development of security systems and
contingency planning for information systems; development
of software for secure network operations; maintenance of
computer software relating to computer security and
prevention of computer risks; on-line security services,
namely, providing security and anonymity for electronically
transmitted credit card transactions; technical support
services, namely, 24x7 monitoring of network systems,
servers and web and database applications and notification
of related events and alerts; technical support, namely,
monitoring of network systems; updating of computer
software relating to computer security and prevention of
computer risks

NETDECIDE OPTIMA
Serial: 76082702

PRIMUS
Serial: 75907004

TAX LOT OPTIMIZER
Serial: 76147658

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/20/2001
Filed: 07/03/2000
First Use: 06/28/2000

Abandoned
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Pub: 08/31/2004
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Abandoned
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042 miscellaneous service marks, namely, advertisements
for services associated with computer software consulting
for global computer networks, local area networks and wide
area networks for providing decision support tools, individual
financial modeling, management, planning, and online data
transactions

Net Decide Corp.

042 computer consultation services; computer software
design and development for others ; computer services,
namely, installation, integration, and implementation of
customer, product and employee support software;
computer software design and development for others in the
field of customer support, product support and employee
support; computer software design and development for
others in the field of database management including
distribution and management of shared databases,
distribution and management of access to shared
databases, distribution and management of communications
by users of the shared databases; computer software design
and development for others in the field of call support center
communications including transmission and management of
e-mail, chat and telephone communications among users;
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of
software problems via telephone, e-mail, chat and posting
on global networks; computer and software consultation,
design, development, technical support and troubleshooting
services for others in the field of econimerce, esales,
esupport, emarketing, eadvertising and eservices; computer
consultation services, namely, design and development for
others of automated online support communications system

Primus Knowledge Solutions, Inc.

042 miscellaneous service marks, namely, advertisements
for services associated with computer software consulting
for global computer networks, local area networks and wide
area networks for providing decision support tools, individual
financial modeling, management, planning, and online data
transactions

Net Decide Corp.

7600 Leesburg Pike
Suite 100
Falls Church VA
Attorney: Ajay A. Jagtiani

1601 Fifth Avenue
Suite 1900
Seattle WA
Attorney: HEIDI L. SACHS

7600 Leesburg Pike
Suite 100
Falls Church VA
Attorney: Ajay A. Jagtiani

OPTIMIZING IT
Serial: 78160772

Abandoned
Abandon: 09/06/2003
Filed: 09/05/2002

042 computer software consultation, design, development,
maintenance

Elixir International, Llc

OPTIMIZING YOUR
NETWORK'S VALUE
Reg: 3965821
Serial: 85136007

Cancelled
Cancel: 12/29/2017
Reg: 05/24/2011
Pub: 03/08/2011
Filed: 09/22/2010
First Use: 01/01/2004

042 computer network design and computer software
design for the telecommunication industry; computer
programming and software design; computer software
consulting ; computer software design; consulting in the field
of configuration management for computer hardware and
software

Ne Technologies, Inc.

OPTIMIZED THERMAL
SYSTEMS
Serial: 86903693

Abandoned
Abandon: 11/29/2016
Filed: 02/10/2016
First Use: 01/01/2010

042 consulting in the field of engineering; computer
simulation based on computer programs for others;
computer software development; computer software
development and computer programming development for
others; computer software consultancy ; developing
customized software for others; research and development
of computer software

Optimized Thermal Systems, Inc.

OPTIMAENGINE
Serial: 76082713

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/20/2001
Filed: 07/03/2000
First Use: 06/28/2000

042 miscellaneous service marks, namely, advertisements
for services associated with computer software consulting
for global computer networks, local area networks and wide
area networks for providing decision support tools, individual
financial modeling, management, planning, and online data
transactions

Net Decide Corp.

009 computer and telecommunications hardware and
software for internet access, web hosting, networking,
secured communications, and telecommunications services,
namely, local, long distance, and international voice, text,
facsimile, video, and data telecommunications services;
telephones; telephone systems, comprised of a handset and

Xo Communications, Inc.

XOPTIMIZE
Serial: 76131065

Abandoned
Abandon: 01/17/2004
Pub: 04/23/2002
Filed: 09/15/2000

2100 riverhaven drive, suite 220
birmingham AL

520 GUTHRIDGE COURT
Norcross GA
Attorney: Nigamnarayan Acharya

7040 Virginia Manor Road
Beltsville MD

7600 Leesburg Pike
Suite 100
Falls Church VA
Attorney: Ajay A. Jagtiani

11111 SUNSET HILLS ROAD
RESTON VIRGINIA 20190 ,
Attorney: DAVID M KELLY

console unit with console features namely, standard
telephone functions, one-touch dialing, call progress
monitoring, group listening, clock/calendar and alarm,
electronic display, and modules for features, namely,
automatic dialing, call restriction, and stored message recall;
speakerphones, also known as hand free telephone
apparatus; automatic telephone dialers; telephone station
message detail recorders; telephones incorporating a clock
and a radio; transmitters; receivers; modems; phone mounts;
dual outlet adaptors; telephone outlets; modular jacks; wire
junctions; plug-in converters; interactive television units for
acquisition of information from data bases;
telecommunications switches and switch boxes; computer
programs for managing telecommunications networks;
voice; data transmitting; carrying; telecommunication
carriers; central oﬃce; remote terminals; channel banks;
electronic plug-ins; pair-gain apparatus; network
multiplexers; data communication multiplexers and
concentrators; videophones; fiber optic cable; copper cable
and wire; fiber optic connectors; integrated circuits;
microprocessors; switches; modems; speakers; video
displays; cameras; microphones; cables; conductors;
apparatus for recording, transmission, reception, processing,
or reproduction of sound, images and/or data, namely,
switches, modems, speakers, video displays, cameras,
microphones, cables, and conductors all for digital,
electrical, electronic, radio frequency, telecommunications,
or optical signal transmission; computer hardware and
software for processing, logging, storing, transmission,
reception, retrieval, reproduction, manipulation, analysis,
display, and/or print-out of sound, images, and/or data;
compact discs, cd-roms, dvds, optical discs, video
cassettes, and audio cassettes for storage, recording,
transmission, retrieval, reproduction, display, and print-out of
sound, images and/or data; blank magnetic; magnetic discs;
optical discs; floppy discs; magnetic tapes; magnetic cards;
optical cards; integrated circuit cards; magnetic data
carriers; optical data carriers; data terminals for voice and
data communications; computer search engine software;
memories; keyboards; electronic pens; mice; monitors;
interfaces; prerecorded computer programs used in
providing telecommunication services; prerecorded
computer programs used in connection with and for
accessing computer networks, databases, and computer
bulletin boards; computer cases
042 software consulting and design services for others ;
computer hardware consulting and design services;
consulting services relating to information technology and
computer networking; consulting services relating to voice
and data communications and databases; providing on-line
or internet information services in the fields of computers,
computer and internet security; computer services, namely,
creating indexes of information, sites, and other resources
available on computer networks, and registration of internet
web sites with indexes and search engines for others; design
of telecommunications systems, namely, cellular telephone
systems and voice, data, facsimile, and video
communications systems; technical consulting services in
the field of telecommunications; compilation, analysis,
retrieval, and provision of information regarding managed
security, internet usage, global computer network usage,
telephone usage, or intranet network usage and extranet
network usage; writing, development, updating, and design
of computer software for others; design, drawing, and
commissioned writing, all for the compilation of web pages
on the internet; information and advisory services relating to
the weather and restaurants; hosting of web sites, computer
databases, computer networks, interactive computer
communications networks, and electronic publications,
namely, web pages and newsletters for others; computer
programming design for others; database development
services; consulting services relating to interactive

databases; maintenance and servicing of computer
software, telecommunications software, and internet
software; consulting and research in the fields of computers,
telecommunications, and web hosting; computer services,
namely, creating, maintaining, and managing web sites for
others
UBERSEO
Serial: 87243336

Published
Pub: 10/10/2017
Filed: 11/21/2016

009 computer search engine software; computer software
development tools; computer software for administration of
computer local area networks; computer software for
administration of computer networks; computer software for
creating searchable databases of information and data;
database management software for location data and
business information; software for processing images,
graphics and text; computer software for application and
database integration; computer software for processing
digital images

Uberall Gmb H
Oranienburger Straße 66
Berlin DE
Attorney: Sebastian Meis

042 computer software consultancy ; computer software
consultation; computer software consulting; computer
software development; consulting services in the field of
hosting computer software applications; creating,
maintaining, and modernizing computer software; database
design and development; design of computer databases;
developing and updating computer software; maintenance of
on-line databases for others; writing and updating computer
software; design and development of computer software;
design and writing of computer software; design and
development of computer software for location data and
business information; development, updating and
maintenance of software and database systems
OPTIMA
Serial: 77552155

Abandoned
Abandon: 06/08/2010
Filed: 08/21/2008

038 telecommunications, namely, the transmission of voice,
data, messages and images via local area networks, wide
area networks and wireless networks; mobile
telecommunications network services, namely, mobile and
cellular telephone communications
042 technological services, namely, technical consultation in
the technology field of telecommunications; research and
development in the field of telecommunications networks;
design and development of computer hardware and
software for telecommunications and network services ;
engineering consultancy services in the field of computer
software, hardware and telecommunications in relation to the
planning, roll out, optimization, configuration and
performance management of telecommunications networks;
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting and
monitoring of telecommunications network systems
including the software and hardware comprised therein

CSAR/OPTIM2
Reg: 2056758
Serial: 74724651
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Reg: 3720260
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OPTIMIS
Serial: 76291143

Cancelled
Cancel: 01/31/2004
Reg: 04/29/1997
Pub: 02/04/1997
Filed: 09/05/1995
First Use: 05/1988

042 computer software design for others, updating of
computer software and computer consultation

Cancelled
Cancel: 07/08/2016
Reg: 12/01/2009
Filed: 06/19/2008
First Use: 06/01/2004

042 application service provider (asp) featuring computer
software for the analysis, optimization and execution of retail
banking and financing products and services

Abandoned
Abandon: 03/13/2004
Pub: 02/18/2003
Filed: 07/26/2001

035 media buying and planning for others; advertising
services, namely, creating corporate and brand identities,
integrated branding programs, brand positioning services,
brand naming/creation, brand management services,
corporate identity management and consultancy services,
brand consultancy and management services, brand
portfolio services, all done for others; market research;

Aircom International Limited
Randalls Research Park
Cassini Court, Randalls Way
Leatherhead, Surrey GB
Attorney: Jennifer L. Donohue

Msc.Software Corporation
2 MACARTHUR PLACE
SANTA ANA CALIFORNIA 92707 ,
Attorney: John E. Kelly

Nomis Solutions, Inc.
1111 Bayhill Drive, Suite 230
San Brun CA
Attorney: Robert Martin Donaldson

Ted Bates Holdings Limited
121-141 Westbourne Terrace
London W2 GJR GB
Attorney: Frederick H. Rabin

conducting marketing studies; public relations; personnel
recruitment, placement and management; business
organizational planning; business information services,
namely, a marketing information decision support system
involving collating and transferring data from various sources
and developing therefrom a system to enable customers to
eﬃciently review and apply said data in order to reach
decisions; promotional services for the sale of goods and
services of others by distribution and dissemination of
printed, audio and audiovisual material via radio, video,
television, satellite, cable computer networks and the
internet; providing business information in the areas of
forecasting for product and packaging changes; business
planning; business information management services
relating to marketing, brands, corporate identity, advertising
and communications media; research into attitudes, lifestyle
and behavior of consumers for advertising and marketing
purposes; business information services; business
consultancy, analysis, evaluation and appraisal services;
business marketing services; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid
042 commercial art and packaging design; commercial
photography; typesetting; computer programming for
others ; commercial illustration services for others; graphic
art designs; creating digital artwork; electronic imaging and
manipulation of photographs, digital images, video images,
film, moving images, artwork and graphics; website creation
and design for others; information, advisory and consultancy
services relating to the aforesaid
OPTIMUS RIDE
Disclaims: "RIDE"
Serial: 87317977

Published
Pub: 12/19/2017
Filed: 01/30/2017

009 mobile application software for scheduling and
coordinating transportation services; computer software for
in-vehicle scheduling and coordination of transportation
services
035 providing a website featuring business information
about operational performance in the nature of fleet
operation statistics and schedules related to use and
implementation of a fleet of autonomous vehicles for use in
public and private transportation

Optimus Ride Inc.
485 Massachusetts Ave, Ste. 302
Cambridge MA
Attorney: Elizabeth R. Burkhard

039 transportation services, namely, providing a fleet of
autonomous vehicles for use in public and private
transportation; transportation services, namely, providing
shuttle services and dynamic location-to-location services
by autonomous vehicle; transportation consulting services,
namely, providing assessment and planning for
implementation of a fleet of autonomous vehicles for use in
public and private transportation
042 providing a website featuring online non-downloadable
software for scheduling and coordinating transportation
services

OPTIMUS SOLUTIONS
Reg: 2935660
Serial: 75923350

OPTIMUS RIDE
Disclaims: "RIDE"
Serial: 87317974

Registered
Renewal: 10/27/2015
Aﬃdavits: 8; 15
Reg: 03/29/2005
Pub: 01/04/2005
Filed: 02/23/2000
First Use: 07/17/1998

035 retail services, namely, providing value-added reseller
services in the field of computers; in each case excluding
such services in relation to the printing, publishing and
graphic arts industries

Published
Pub: 12/05/2017
Filed: 01/30/2017

009 mobile application software for scheduling and
coordinating transportation services; computer software for
in-vehicle scheduling and coordination of transportation
services

Softchoice Corporation
314 West Superior Street
Chicago IL
Attorney: Duane M. Byers

035 providing a website featuring business information
about operational performance in the nature of fleet
operation statistics and schedules related to use and
implementation of a fleet of autonomous vehicles for use in
public and private transportation

Optimus Ride Inc.
485 Massachusetts Ave, Ste. 302
Cambridge MA
Attorney: Elizabeth R. Burkhard

039 transportation services, namely, providing a fleet of
autonomous vehicles for use in public and private
transportation; transportation services, namely, providing
shuttle services and dynamic location-to-location services
by autonomous vehicle; transportation consulting services,
namely, providing assessment and planning for
implementation of a fleet of autonomous vehicles for use in
public and private transportation
042 providing a website featuring online non-downloadable
software for scheduling and coordinating transportation
services
ATHENS GROUP PRICE
OPTIMIZER AND PREDICTOR
POP!
Serial: 78717478

Abandoned
Abandon: 10/06/2006
Filed: 09/21/2005
First Use: 10/01/2004

009 computer software for application and database
integration; computer software platforms for retail price
management; database management software for retail price
prediction and optimization; downloadable software for retail
price optimization and management

Athens Group, Inc.
suite 200
5608 Parkcrest Drive
austin TX

042 application service provider (asp) featuring software in
the field of retail price optimization and management;
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable
software for retail price optimization and management
OPTIMIZE PRIME
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Abandoned
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Filed: 01/05/2016
First Use: 09/09/2013

035 market manipulation research and analysis, whether or
not via the internet; marketing analysis services; marketing
consulting; marketing research; marketing research services;
marketing services; marketing services, namely, consumer
marketing research; advertising and marketing consultancy;
advertising and marketing services provided by means of
indirect methods of marketing communications, namely,
social media, search engine marketing, inquiry marketing,
internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other
forms of passive, sharable or viral communications
channels ; business marketing consulting services; business
marketing services; consulting services in the field of internet
marketing; creative marketing design services; providing
marketing consulting in the field of social media; providing
business marketing information; providing information in the
field of marketing and on-line marketing media via the
internet; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a
variety of goods and services, enabling customers to
conveniently view and purchase those goods and services
from an internet web site particularly specializing in the
marketing of the sale of goods and services of others
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Optimus Prime - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimus_Prime
Optimus Prime, known in Japan as Convoy (
, Konboi), is a fictional robot superhero character from the Transformers robot superhero franchise. He is the leader of the Autobots, a fictional group of
sentient robots that can transform into other forms (e.g.: cars and other objects). He is the most iconic of the Transformers, ...

Optimus Prime (G1) - Transformers Wiki
tfwiki.net/wiki/Optimus_Prime_(G1)
Optimus Prime is the awe-inspiring leader of the Autobot forces. Selfless and endlessly courageous, he is the complete opposite of his mortal enemy Megatron . Originally a mere civilian, he was chosen by the
Matrix to command, the first in a number of heavy burdens he has been forced to bear. Another is his bringing of the ...

Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, Megatron transform & talk at ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuEf_UCgoO8
Jun 21, 2013 ... Get Transformers toys, figures & movies: http://amzn.to/2s4AuAl Shop the ITM store: http://www.insidethemagic.net/merch Visit http://www.InsideTheMagic.net f.. .

Optimus Prime (Movie) - Transformers Wiki
tfwiki.net/wiki/Optimus_Prime_(Movie)
Mar 24, 2018 ... Optimus Prime is the leader of the Autobots. Long ago, he was the humble leader of Cybertron's science division, which studied the AllSpark, and were protected by Lord High Protector
Megatron's military. When Megatron was corrupted by The Fallen, Optimus discovered that he was the last of the Dynasty ...

Optimus Prime Is a Jerk (Nerdist Presents) - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2-_V8x37vs
Jun 5, 2017 ... Optimus Prime may be the leader of the Autobots, but he can also be a real dick in this Nerdist Presents! Subscribe for more Nerdist Presents: http://nerdi.s...

Amazon.com: Transformers Leader Optimus Prime: Toys & Games
https://www.amazon.com/...89167...Optimus-Prime/.../B001TK3LTW
Buy Transformers Leader Optimus Prime: Action Figures - Amazon.com ✓ FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases.

The Origins of Optimus Prime - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7by66ulQa_o
Jun 23, 2011 ... The Origins of Optimus Prime Subscribe http://goo.gl/Q2kKrD Arguably the most popular and recognizable character in the Transformers franchise, he has gone o ...

Optimus Prime | Teletraan I: The Transformers Wiki | FANDOM ...
transformers.wikia.com/wiki/Optimus_Prime_(Tyran)
Optimus Prime (sometimes Nemesis Prime), is the leader of the Autobots. Long ago, he was the novice to the Great Sentinel Prime and the humble leader of Cybertron's science division, which studied the
AllSpark and were protected by Lord High Protector Megatron's military. When Megatron was...

Optimus Prime - Superhero - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXduZKBkZsY
Dec 16, 2012 ... My first Optimus video!! Omg I couldn't stop fangurling while I was making this! He is so damn sexy ;) *-* Sorry for disabling the comments, they were honest...

Optimus Prime | Transformer: Prime Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
transformersprime.wikia.com/wiki/Optimus_Prime
Optimus Prime is the main protagonist of Transformers: Prime and the oﬃcial leader of the Autobots during the war on Cybertron, as well as the leader of Team Prime. Before the Great War, Optimus Prime was
originally known as Orion Pax; a young data clerk who worked in Iacon, under the wing of...
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Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, Megatron transform & talk at ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuEf_UCgoO8
Jun 21, 2013 ... Get Transformers toys, figures & movies: http://amzn.to/2s4AuAl Shop the ITM store: http://www.insidethemagic.net/merch Visit http://www.InsideTheMagic.net f.. .

Optimus Prime Is a Jerk (Nerdist Presents) - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2-_V8x37vs
Jun 5, 2017 ... Optimus Prime may be the leader of the Autobots, but he can also be a real dick in this Nerdist Presents! Subscribe for more Nerdist Presents: http://nerdi.s...

The Origins of Optimus Prime - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7by66ulQa_o
Jun 23, 2011 ... The Origins of Optimus Prime Subscribe http://goo.gl/Q2kKrD Arguably the most popular and recognizable character in the Transformers franchise, he has gone o ...

Optimus Prime - Superhero - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXduZKBkZsY
Dec 16, 2012 ... My first Optimus video!! Omg I couldn't stop fangurling while I was making this! He is so damn sexy ;) *-* Sorry for disabling the comments, they were honest...

#Transformers10: Optimus Prime - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oqx56Pk2caU
Jan 12, 2017 ... Transformers10: He's called Prime for a reason. Watch the new trailer for Transformers: The Last Knight. Transformers 5 is coming to theatres June 23, 2017!...

Optimus Prime - Live Like Legends - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaQ4haVcDGo
Sep 13, 2017 ... NEW FOOTAGE FROM THE DIGITAL HD! All brand new FHD! Optimus Prime has left us, to find his creator. He goes through more than what he expected when he meets ...

Optimus Prime's Sword -Transformers: The Last Knight - MAN AT ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vef62MzS6as
Jun 23, 2017 ... Thank you to Transformers: The Last Knight for sponsoring today's episode. Now in cinemas! The Last Knight shatters the core myths of the Transformers franch...

Transformers Prime - Meet Optimus Prime - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgMaDAEoEOk
Nov 15, 2013 ... Optimus Prime is the noble and chivalrous leader of the Autobots. Subscribe to our channel! http://goo.gl/aSjvy3 In this new set of adventures the Autobots l...

Optimus Prime Reacts to Transformers: The Last Knight Trailer [SFM ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=autDOL8lYY4
Aug 14, 2017 ... Optimus Prime reaction onTransformers 5 trailer. I only did the animation. Voice of Optimus Prime were performed by EpicVoiceGuy (https://www.youtube.com/ use...

Transformers: The Last Knight - Optimus Prime Dialogue Coach ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7toS4s_79ZA
May 7, 2017 ... He can save the world, but can he master a British accent? Go behind the scenes with Optimus Prime on the set of #Transformers. The Last Knight shatters the ...
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Optimus Prime Apps - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Optimus+Prime...
Search · Images · Maps · Play · YouTube · News · Gmail · Drive · More · Calendar · Translate · Mobile · Books · Wallet · Shopping · Blogger · Finance · Photos · Videos · Docs · Even more ». Account Options.
Sign in · Apps · My apps · Shop · Games · Family · Editors' Choice · Movies & TV · My movies & TV · Shop · TV · Family ...

Optimus Prime Wallpapers - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?...optimusprimewallpapers
Feb 4, 2018 ... Enjoy Optimus Prime wallpapers for free. The best images of Optimus Prime wallpapers. Optimus Prime wallpapers is available for smartphones and tablets. Enjoy it for free. Optimus Prime
wallpapers. FEATURES CATEGORY: * Optimus Prime Transformers Wallpapers 4K * Optimus Prime Transformers ...

Voice Changer HD on the App Store
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/voice-changer-hd/id374147518?...
Had to do a narration piece for Summer 2 Drama, so I did a Optimus Prime vs Batman sketch. The update erased my self made voice, which you could make before the update, and it undid my recording. So
instead of sounding like O.P. and Batman, I sounded like Alvan and the chipmunks (I have a squeaky voice). Failed it ...

Transformers: Earth Wars on the App Store
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/transformers.../id1058526204?mt=8
***TRANSFORMERS ROBOTS IN DISGUISE!*** Join the battle of good vs evil, and face oﬀ as an Autobot or as a Decepticon in this strategy game of war. Choose a side, and assemble the ultimate team of
Transformers the galaxy has ever seen. Join forces with Transformers characters like Optimus Prime and Bumblebee, ...

Toy Optimus Prime Wallpaper - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.creativeartsapp...
Come Guys enjoy with cool wallpaper toy optimus prime autobot for making your screen look cool. Feature: - All wallpaper will be updated every day. - You can set as wallpaper on your smart phone. Specifies the part that will be used as wallpaper. - Slideshow. - Share wallpapers with friends. - Image Cropping.

Toys Optimus Prime Games - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com...optimusprime
Jan 18, 2017 ... Toys Optimus Prime Games is Puzzle Toys Robots Optimus Prime Games. In this game you will be in order to make up a lot of puzzles from a collection NinjaGo Robots. Everything is free, you
just download continue playing the game until satisfied. Let's play together this Toys Optimus Prime Games.

HD Optimus Prime Wallpapers - Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.andromo...
Jan 25, 2018 ... Optimus Prime Wallpapers is a personalized app that contained a lot of Optimus Prime Wallpapers , Backgrounds and Theme manual from the pictures gallery. Optimus Prime Wallpapers
maybe not screen fit. If you had it you can save the image first before set as wallpaper To use: Home -> Menu ...

Optimus Prime Wallpaper - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?...optimus.primewallpaper
Dec 14, 2017 ... Optimus Prime Wallpapers HD is an application that provides images for Transformers fans. ***NO NEED TO INTERNET*** HOW TO USE: 1. Open Optimus Prime Wallpapers HD 2. Choose your
favorite picture 3. Tap the "OK" button to apply 4. Your wallpaper has been changed. FEATURES CATEGORY:

Optimus Prime Wallpapers - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.maqvira...
Optimus Prime Wallpapers HD, Transformers Optimus Prime Fan Art FEATURES: *Full HD quality Wallpaper *Great Artwork and easy user interface *Can be use as wallpaper, background and profile pic *Light
and fast speed. Don't forget to rate and review us. To use: Home -> Menu -> Wallpapers -> Set Wallpaper We truly ...

HD TF Optimus Prime Wallpaper - Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/.../details?id...hdoptimusprimewallpaper
Sep 30, 2017 ... You can find any wallpaper such as :* Transformers HD Wallpaper* Transformers Art Wallpaper* Transformers Optimus Prime Fan Art* Transformers The Last Knight Wallpapers 4K* Transformers
Age Of Extinction Optimus Prime Backgrounds HDTransformers Wallpaper features :• Set a selected image as ...

Toy Optimus Prime Wallpaper - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com...transforprime
Come Guys enjoy with cool wallpaper toy optimus prime autobot for making your screen look cool. Feature: - All wallpaper will be updated every day. - You can set as wallpaper on your smart phone. Specifies the part that will be used as wallpaper. - Slideshow. - Share wallpapers with friends. - Image Cropping.

Optimus Prime Wallpapers - Android Apps on Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id...optimuspwallpaper
Optimus Prime Wallpapers HD, Transformers Optimus Prime Fan Art FEATURES: *Full HD quality Wallpaper *Great Artwork and easy user interface *Can be use as wallpaper, background and profile pic *Light
and fast speed. Don't forget to rate and review us. To use: Home -> Menu -> Wallpapers -> Set Wallpaper We truly ...

Transformers Prime: Scout's Honor on the App Store
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/transformers-prime.../id790131610?...
Read reviews, compare customer ratings, see screenshots, and learn more about Transformers Prime: Scout's Honor. Download Transformers Prime: Scout's Honor and enjoy it on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch.
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Real Life Optimus Prime Transformer - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZC9NtpREevw
Nov 26, 2011 ... Facebook http://www.facebook.com/extremecostumes @ExtremeCostumes Video edited by http://www.youtube.com/user/ripfilms @ripfilms While in Vegas this past Hal...

Optimus Prime - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimus_Prime
Originally, Optimus Prime was created as the leader of the Autobots, though it is unknown how he was created or his origins. In a possible future, Megatron was threatened by the existence of the Aerialbots
and had Shockwave build a time machine to send them back in time to get rid of them. However, he only ended up ...

Optimus Prime replica meets the SCREEN-USED Optimus Prime ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuhI0eDxwwY
May 15, 2017 ... And please follow our complete journey with Optimus Prime at https://www. facebook.com/OptimusIsHere. History was made ... History was made in the Transformers universe recently when
Optimus Prime met...Optimus .... Yeah they actually live but are always hidden after some time I will find the Autobots.

FIRST Software Solutions
www.firstsoftwaresolutions.com/
FIRST Software Solutions specialises in information management systems and has been oﬀering innovative and individually customised solutions for over two decades. With clients in government, law and
specialist industries FIRST has strived to ensure that our products are flexible and evolve to meet the varying needs of ...

Transformers In Real Life Optimus Prime and Bumblebee ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYSEb0z_Np0
Mar 8, 2015 ... Transformers In Real Life Optimus Prime and Bumblebee - Cleethorpes England 08/03/2015.

Real-life Transformers: how far oﬀ are we from Optimus Prime and ...
https://www.independent.co.uk/.../real-life-transformers-how-far-oﬀ-are-we- from-optimus-prime-and-bumblebee-a7797531.html
Jun 22, 2017 ... When Transformers first arrived in cinemas in 2007, it played into the ultimate adolescent fantasy: what if your rusty old first car was actually a shape-shifting robot who helped you save the
world and get the girl? Sadly, for now the story remains exactly that - a fantasy. While the Autobots and Decepticons ...

Someone Made A Real-Life Optimus Prime By Turning Their Red ...
https://brobible.com/life/.../letrons-real-life-transformer-optimus-prime/
A company from Turkey has built a real-life Optimus Prime, turning a red BMW into the leader of the Transformers.

Optimus Prime (WFC) - Transformers Wiki
tfwiki.net/wiki/Optimus_Prime_(WFC)
Mar 21, 2018 ... Optimus Prime led a small exploratory team to the planet's surface, where they met Blurr, Override and Ransack. It was a time of great stress between Velocitron's rulers, and the Autobots'
arrival from mythical Cybertron only exacerbated the situation. Worse still, active acts of sabotage on the Ark led the ...

Exclusive: Transformed Optimus Prime rolls out
https://www.usatoday.com/story/.../optimus-prime.../10591697/
Jun 16, 2014 ... A new Optimus Prime rolls out in advance of 'Transformers: Age of Extinction.' USA TODAY gets an ... LOS ANGELES — Optimus Prime has transformed and is rolling out. The Optimus ...
"Every time you do a Michael Bay movie you pretty much push everything to the limit of what you can do. But if you break ...

Optimus Prime Fund | LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/optimus-prime-fund
Join LinkedIn today for free. See who you know at Optimus Prime Fund, leverage your professional network, and get hired. ... Optimus Prime Fund. Investment Management20 followers ...
Prime Fund
2011 9
...
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Real-life Transformers: how far oﬀ are we from Optimus Prime and ...
https://www.independent.co.uk/.../Transformers/real-life-transformers-how- far-oﬀ-are-we-from-optimus-prime-and-bumblebee-a7797531.html
Jun 22, 2017 ... When Transformers first arrived in cinemas in 2007, it played into the ultimate adolescent fantasy: what if your rusty old first car was actually a shape-shifting robot who helped you save the
world and get the girl? Sadly, for now the story remains exactly that - a fantasy. While the Autobots and Decepticons ...

Prime Time! - Transformers Wiki
tfwiki.net/wiki/Prime_Time!
Feb 17, 2018 ... Having used the power of the Creation Matrix within his mind to rebuild and reprogram Jetfire, Buster Witwicky commands the giant jet to take him to the Decepticons' based of operations in
Blackrock Aerospace Assembly Plant Number One, in hopes of rescuing Optimus Prime. Unfortunately, en route ...

18 Real Transformers That Put Optimus Prime To Shame
https://www.popularmechanics.com/.../robots/.../18-real-transformers/
By laura kiniry. Nov 17, 2015. From the 1980s animated series about Optimus Prime and company to the 21st century high-dollar film series, the fictional universe is filled with awesome transforming robots that
change shape to become a new machine. In real life, scientists and engineers are catching up. Advertisement ...

